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ANALYSIS

Age Bias in the Australian
Welfare State
Alan Tapper, Alan Fenna and John Phillimore1

Abstract
This paper uses Australian Bureau of Statistics fiscal incidence figures to track
trends across the period 1984 to 2010 in one key aspect of the Australian welfare
state — whether welfare policies have favoured the elderly at the expense of the
young. Our three main findings are: that there has been a substantial shift over
this period in favour of the elderly; that this trend has accelerated rapidly in recent
years; and that as a result of this accelerated trend, elderly households today are on
average well off by comparison with younger households. We see little influence of
party politics or ideology on the processes we are describing.

The lifecycle dimension of the Australian
welfare state
At the most general level, the welfare state is in part about ‘vertical equity’
— the redistribution from those who have more to those who have less. But
individuals within any income or wealth bracket vary according to gender, age
and family responsibilities, and social policy also takes an interest in these socalled horizontal categories. In this paper we are interested in the horizontal
dimension of age. Our focus is on lifecycle stages. How does the Australian
welfare state treat the elderly as compared with young adults and adults in midlife? We present an analysis of this key aspect of the Australian welfare state,
based on the evidence of Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS) fiscal incidence
surveys. There are six surveys, taken at five-yearly intervals, beginning in 1984
and ending (most recently) in 2009–10. We aim to determine whether — and, if
so, to what extent — spending and taxing have tended to favour the elderly and
drifted away from supporting the young across this 26-year period.
Leading Australian welfare analysts today tend to see the welfare state in terms
of its impact on both age and family. In their 2001–02 fiscal incidence study,
Harding et al. (2006: 195) concluded that the ‘impact of the welfare state ...
1
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varies greatly by household type, with older Australians and sole parents
emerging as the largest gainers from redistribution’. They added that ‘while
there is substantial redistribution toward lower income couples, on average
couples with children are not net gainers from the taxes and benefits considered
in our study’. Cox (2003: 111) reached the same conclusion in his cross-national
analysis: ‘In general, the welfare state redistributes away from childless couples
under retirement age and couples with children towards single people, sole
parents and the elderly. The extent of redistribution away from couples with
children is greater in large than in small welfare states.’ In Australia, he noted,
this redistributive effect is relatively small but the pattern is the same. Putting
aside the case of support for sole parents, on these views the Australian welfare
state transfers resources from the relatively income-rich but asset-poor stages of
youth and mid-life to the relatively income-poor but asset-rich stages of later
life.
These analyses raise two questions. First, what is the relative magnitude of these
lifecycle transfers, when compared with vertical redistribution? Using data
from the early 1990s, Falkingham and Harding (1996, as summarised in OECD
2008: 100) quantified this as follows: ‘in Australia, 38% of lifetime benefits
received by individuals, on average, were financed through taxes they paid
at another stage in their lifecycle, and the remaining 62% of lifetime benefits
involved redistribution between rich and poor’. We won’t pursue that point
here. Secondly, how stable is this pattern of lifecycle transfers across time? Some
analysts contend that as welfare states mature, policy favouritism drifts from the
young to the elderly. The growing bias of the welfare state towards the elderly
is a theme canvassed internationally (see, for example, OECD 1988; Thomson
1996; Thomson 1999; Pierson 2006: 212–21). In the Australian literature, the
focus has been on the fiscal sustainability of current policies given concerns
about an ageing population (PC 2005; Harmer 2009; Henry 2009). Our purpose
here is to analyse what has happened to age-related transfers in Australia in the
past few decades. Our hypothesis is that expressed by Thomson (1996; 1999):
net social support has shifted away from the young and towards the elderly.

Estimating ‘final income’
Fiscal incidence analysis quantifies the effects of government social expenditure
and taxation on household incomes. In this analysis, social expenditure includes
cash expenditure on pensions, benefit and allowances, but it also counts in-kind
expenditure on health care, education and housing — these are estimated on
the basis of government spending. The taxation figures include both personal
income tax and consumption taxes such as the Goods and Service Tax whenever
these can be ascribed to households. By taking into account both in-kind social
6
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expenditures and taxation, fiscal incidence analysis provides a richer picture
of the welfare state than conventional analysis, which tends to stop at the level
of direct social expenditures. Indirect social expenditures total 50 per cent
more than direct social expenditures, and progressive income tax has a greater
redistributive effect than direct social expenditure (Fenna and Tapper 2012).
Fiscal incidence analysis includes all levels of government, and is therefore
superior to simply tracking Commonwealth budget trends as a means of gauging
policy trends.
The key results of this kind of analysis are the ‘final income’ and the ‘net benefits’
for each household type. ‘Final income’ is the net of private income, taxes on
income, the Medicare levy, family tax benefits, taxes on production, and social
expenditures in cash and in-kind.2 ‘Net benefit’ is the sum of social expenditure
minus household taxes. The fiscal incidence approach makes it possible to
compare private incomes with final incomes, with the difference between the
two being the redistributive impact governments have on household budgets.
The ABS fiscal incidence figures include data on households classified by age of
household head. It is now possible to track household types classified by age
group across 26 years. This permits us to examine age-related changes in welfare
redistribution across time, thus moving beyond static pictures of the welfare
state at particular points in time.
All else being equal, policy intentions and actions should correlate with fiscal
incidence evidence at the household level. But all else is rarely equal. Spending
increases intended for particular categories may be swallowed up by increased
taxes or unnoticed losses in other parts of the budget. Lynch (2006: 4) has
attempted to measure the ‘age orientation’ of welfare states using what she terms
the Elderly/Non-elderly Spending Ratio, defined as ‘the ratio of direct social
expenditures on the elderly (pensions and services for the elderly) to spending
on the non-elderly (unemployment benefits, active labour market policy, family
allowances and family services), adjusted for the relative size of the elderly and
non-elderly populations’. This is very useful as far as it goes; however, this
measure suffers from its failure to include taxation. The strength of the fiscal
incidence surveys is that they track both social expenditure and taxation on
households. The sum of the two is the ‘net benefits’ of taxing and spending. We
think this gives a more robust guide to policy trends and effects.
It is important to note that the fiscal incidence figures do not track actual
households but household types.3 As their circumstances change, individual
2 All dollar figures in this paper have been adjusted for inflation, using 2010 as the base year. In the tables
below, the figures shown are the mean for the sample of the household type. Taxation figures are not actual
reported figures but are imputed from standard tax rates. For some cautions about using ABS figures to make
comparisons across time, see ABS Cat. No. 6537.0, 2001, 53–55.
3 Tracking actual households would require a panel study such as the Household, Income and Labour
Dynamics Australia (HILDA) survey. At present HILDA has just 10 years of data.
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households move in and out of these categories. The fiscal incidence trends
indicate changes in policy outcomes, not changes in actual households. However,
because the period covered by the fiscal incidence surveys includes 15 years of
Labor government in Canberra (1984–96 and 2007–10) and 11 years of Coalition
government (1996–2007), we can attempt to match up policy intentions with
policy outcomes. How far did Labor or the Coalition achieve what they set
out as their policy aims? In this paper, we will be both analysing changes in
the fortunes of different age groups and family types while also exploring the
question of how policies have translated at the household level.

Policy 1983 to 2010
Labor, 1983–1996
The cornerstone of the Australian welfare state is the age pension, until
recently available to men at age 65 and women at age 60. The scheme has always
been non-contributory and means tested, with both income and assets tests.
The Fraser government had removed the assets test in 1976, but the Labor
government restored it in 1985, signifying a desire to keep elderly entitlements
under control. Since 1972, when the Whitlam government raised the single age
pension from 20 to 25 per cent of male average weekly earnings, it has stayed
close to the 25 per cent mark (Harmer 2009: Chart 4: 33). Labor’s commitment
to tight control of pension costs was expressed by former Finance Minister
Peter Walsh. Responding to those who say ‘we have paid taxes all our lives and
therefore we are entitled to a pension’, he remarks:
Except for a brief period between 1976 and 1984, there has always been
an assets test, which prior to 1976 was much more rigorous than it is now.
Today’s aged may or may not have paid taxes and, if they did, they paid
taxes commensurate to funding a much more targeted pension, paid at a
much lower rate to a smaller proportion of a smaller aged population. …
By any measure, today’s aged are treated generously — more generously
than they treated the aged when they were of prime working age (Walsh
1995: 112–3).
Labor did introduce one radical change: compulsory superannuation, intended
ultimately to replace the age pension for most wage and salary earners.
Employers were required to withhold a set percentage of employee wages or
salaries for accumulation in a superannuation fund. The aim was a dual one: to
improve the adequacy of retirement incomes, and to reduce the long-run cost
of retirement incomes to the public purse, especially in light of demographic
trends. This applied, however, to a future generation of elderly, not to those
currently nearing retirement.
8
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The Coalition, 1996–2007
In the retirement incomes system, the Coalition confirmed in law the principle
that the single age-pension rate was to be 25 per cent of male total average
weekly earnings. It was as willing to provide substantial — though means tested
— support to the elderly as to support families with children. It also accepted
the principle of compulsory superannuation, though it declined to introduce
further increases beyond the nine per cent contribution level.

Labor 2007–10
The Rudd government was elected on a commitment to supporting ‘working
families’. Nevertheless, a major review of the financial status of seniors was
instigated, published as The Retirement Income System: report on strategic issues
(Henry 2009). This led to a substantial increase in the single age pension in 2009.

Taxes, benefits and age groups
In the next two sections we summarise trends at the household level, using age
group data for the period 1984 to 2009–10. Is the welfare state skewed towards
the elderly? And has there been a shift in welfare priorities from young to old?
The fiscal incidence figures allow us to discover any skewing and to track this
kind of trend. The ABS breaks up its incomes data into age brackets. In Table 1
we compare the net benefits to each age group from 1984 to 2009–10.
Table 1: Net benefits by age group, 1984 to 2009–10 (in 2010 dollars per
household per week)
Ages

1984

1988–89

1993–94

1998–99

2003–04

2009–10

Change 1984
to 2009–10

15–24

-68

-127

3

47

-5

14

+82

25–34

-113

-200

-50

-50

-149

-145

-32

35–44

-21

-105

-13

18

-21

44

+65

45–54

-129

-179

-131

-168

-171

-96

+33

55–64

18

-19

78

58

-17

-7

-25

65+

341

372

422

416

436

602

+261

All

14

-37

53

51

18

91

+77

Source: ABS Cat. No. 6537.0. ‘Net benefits’ is defined in the ABS’s ‘Explanatory notes’ as ‘total benefits
minus total taxes’.

If we compare each age group with the trend for all households, two things
stand out. First, there are large losses to two age groups: those aged 25–34 (down
9
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$109pw compared with the general trend) and those aged 55–64 (down $102pw);
and there are large gains to those aged 65 and over (up $184pw). Support has
swung sharply towards the end of life.
In Figure 1, we compare final incomes in these age groups across 26 years. The
general trend (not shown in Figure 1) is flat for the first decade, rises slightly in
the second, and rises sharply in the last six years; overall there is a 59 per cent
gain. The relevant question is whether the five age groups rise or fall relative to
that general trend. The youngest groups, 15–24, 25–34 and 35–44, gain by 44
per cent, 45 per cent and 47 per cent respectively. The middle age group, 45–54,
gains by 50 per cent. The 55–64 age group remains rather flat in the first two
decades, then leaps dramatically in the last period, gaining 75 per cent overall.
Similarly, the elderly group, 65 and over, gains in the last five years, rising 98
per cent overall. Thus, the older groups gain relative to the general trend, while
younger households fall relatively. The swing favouring the elderly is largely a
feature of the 2000s.

Figure 1: Trends in final incomes by age group, 1984 to 2009–10
Source: ABS Cat. No. 6537.0.
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How should we interpret the trends in the age group data? In Table 2 we look at
the break-up across time of taxes and expenditures for three household types. We
include couples with dependent children, since they are one useful benchmark
against which to compare the fortunes of elderly households. For a broader and
more basic benchmark, we also compare the elderly with ‘all households’.

Other welfare
benefits

Health benefits

Education benefits

Direct social
assistance
137

All households

10
42
19

All households

92

All households

65 and over

113

Couples with children

102

65 and over

99

All households

Couples with children

8

65 and over

189

286

65 and over

Couples with children

78

Couples with children

1984

25

49

17

114

159

80

97

7

189

120

271

64

1988–89

33

69

22

107

149

103

89

5

194

151

289

108

1993–94

42

64

42

130

192

129

100

3

245

148

259

110

1998–99

42

57

52

135

231

146

105

3

271

164

296

132

2003–04

46

80

64

181

316

182

117

9

308

177

349

135

2009–10

+27

+38

+54

+89

+203

+80

+18

+1

+119

+40

+63

+57

Change 1984
to 2009–10

Table 2: Taxes and benefits for three household types, 1984 to 2009–10 (in 2010 dollars per household per week)
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11

12

354

All households

340

All households

341
14

65 and over

All households

-19

113

Couples with children

405

99

All households

65 and over

47

65 and over

Couples with children

106

241

All households

Couples with children

66

65 and over

299

454

65 and over

Couples with children

386

Couples with children

-8

372

-116

366

118

470

124

58

144

242

60

325

358

490

354

1988–89

68

422

28

312

94

403

98

47

114

214

47

290

380

518

431

1993–94

55

416

30

366

106

498

116

64

140

250

42

358

421

523

527

1998–99

18

436

-22

433

157

625

177

108

234

256

49

391

451

593

602

2003–04

91

602

2

443

160

689

183

120

242

260

40

447

534

762

691

2009–10

+77

+261

+21

+108

+47

+284

+86

+73

+136

+22

-26

+148

+180

+308

+305

Change 1984
to 2009–10

Source: ABS Cat. No. 6537.0. ‘Education benefits’ are defined in the ABS’s ‘Glossary’ as ‘social transfers in kind derived from government expenses relating to the
provision of school, tertiary and other education’. ‘Health benefits’ are defined as ‘social transfers in kind derived from government expenses relating to acute
care institutions, community health services, pharmaceuticals and other health benefits’. ‘Other welfare benefits’ includes ‘social transfers in kind derived from
government expenses relating to the provision of goods and services to specific population groups with special needs. It includes expenditure on child care services
(including child care benefit subsidies), services for the aged, services for people with a disability, etc’.

Net benefits

All taxes

Indirect taxes

Taxes on income

All benefits

1984
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Table 2 shows how changes in taxation have played an important part in changes
in net social support. Income tax has both grown and shifted target. In 2009–10,
those 65 and over paid $40pw in income tax, less than was paid in 1984; while
a couple with dependent children paid $447pw, 50 per cent more than in 1984.
For all households, income taxes grew by only eight per cent in that period.
Indirect taxes have also grown and shifted target in a similar manner. They have
grown for the elderly, but not as much as for all households, and markedly less
than for couple families. Overall, taxes on the elderly grew by 42 per cent, on
couple families by 70 per cent, and on all households by 30 per cent. Taxation
changes have disadvantaged couple families. The elderly have also increased
their share of taxation, but by a considerably lesser fraction.
On the benefits side, we can see that both the elderly and couple families gained
very considerably when compared with all households. The biggest single factor
here was health care expenditures, which have both grown overall and swung in
favour of the elderly. In 2009–10, those 65 and over received on average $316pw
in health benefits, while the average for all households was $181pw. Compared
with 1984, the share for the elderly nearly tripled, while for all households the
increase was 100 per cent (for couple families it was 80 per cent).
It is worth noting that, as Table 3 shows, changes in household size play little
part in these trends. Surprisingly, average household size has not changed in
this period for couples with children. Thus, there is no distortion in the trends
in social support caused by declining household numbers (fewer children
getting less in total education support for example). On the other hand elderly
households have contracted a little, so analysed on a per capita basis their gains
relative to couple families are to that extent greater than they appear in Table
4. However, the average size of all households has also contracted by a similar
amount, so on that comparison there has been no per capita gain to elderly
households.
Table 3: Household size, 1984 and 2009–10
1984

2009–10

Couples with children

4.1

4.1

65 and over

1.7

1.5

All households

2.8

2.6

Source: ABS Cat. No. 6537.0.

Taking taxation and expenditure together, we can see from Table 2 that the
elderly have gained very strongly relative to all households, and even more
strongly relative to couple families. For our purposes, the comparison with all
households is more important than that with couple families. ‘All households’
13
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can be taken as a stable benchmark. Looking at the gains in net benefits to
elderly households relative to the trends for all households, what stands out is
the massive leap in support for the elderly between 2003–04 and 2009–10. This
is much greater than the gains in the previous 20 years (up by $166pw in six
years, as against $95pw in 20 years).
The factors operating here are varied, as Table 4 shows. While taxes stayed
steady, social expenditures were growing substantially. Overall benefits per
elderly household grew by 29 per cent. The largest growth was in health
expenditure, up by 37 per cent.
Table 4: Taxes and benefits to households 65 and over, 2003–04 to
2009–10 (2010 dollars per household per week)
2003–04

2009–10

Change ($)

Change %

Direct social assistance

296

349

+53

+18

Age pension

+86

+37

227

253

Veterans’ pension

48

35

Disability support

7

15

Other pensions and allowances

8

36

Health benefits

231

317

Acute care institutions

114

156

Community health services

56

68

Pharmaceuticals

51

66

Private Health Insurance Rebate*

11

Other health benefits

10

14

Other welfare benefits

57

80

+23

+40

593

764

+171

+29

49

40

-9

-18

Indirect taxes

108

120

+12

+11

All taxes

157

160

+3

+2

Net benefits

436

602

+166

+38

All benefits
Taxes on income

* Previously included in ‘Other health benefits’.
Source: ABS Cat. No. 6537.0.

Age pension increases, though substantial, were not a major driver of these
expenditure increases. In 2009 the Rudd government introduced an 18 per cent
increase in the standard (single person) age pension and a six per cent increase
in couples pensions.4 A further increase followed in early 2010. Large though

4
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this increase was, constant dollar age pensions per elderly household rose by
only 11.4 per cent between 2003–04 and 2009–10. The explanation is that age
pension coverage was diminishing, as is shown in Table 5.
Table 5: Dependency on income support, 1984 to 2009–10 (Per cent
principally dependent on government pensions and allowances)
1984

1988–89

1993–94

1998–99

2003–04

2009–10

Persons 65 and over

72

69

72

67

69

61

All households

26.2

24.4

29.5

27.2

27.4

22.6

Source: ABS Cat. No. 6537.0.

Figure 2 shows the overall history of taxes and benefits for elderly households.
What stands out is the recent surge in net benefits, which took place mostly
under Coalition government. Critics might argue that in this period the long
Australian tradition of relative restraint on expenditure on the elderly, under
both Labor and Coalition, was here abandoned.

Figure 2: Trends in taxes and benefits for households aged 65 and over,
1984 to 2009–10
Source: ABS Cat. No. 6537.0.
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Incomes, assets and living standards
We might suppose that increasing support for the elderly is an expression of
increased recognition of need. To test this claim we need to be able to rank
‘neediness’. This can be partly done in terms of ‘equivalent final incomes’,
which are presented in the 2003–04 and 2009–10 ABS fiscal incidence studies.
Equivalent final incomes are final incomes adjusted by an equivalence scale to
take account of variations in household size. The resulting figure is an economic
index and not a dollar comparison. Table 6 shows the equivalent final incomes
of the elderly and all households. Note that this table exaggerates the increase
in EFI between the two surveys, because here the EFI for 2003–04 has not been
adjusted by the CPI.5 The point of the comparison is not the relative change
between 2003–04 and 2009–10 within each group, but the gains and losses of
the different groups relative to each other in this period.
Table 6: Equivalent final incomes, 2003–04 and 2009–10
2003–04

2009–10

Change 2003–04 to 2009–10

Persons 65–74

489

939

+92%

Persons 75 and over

549

1006

+83%

Couples aged 65 and over

515

981

+90%

Singles aged 65 and over

475

900

+89%

All households

612

1012

+65%

Source: ABS Cat. No. 6537.0. ‘Equivalent final income’ is defined in the ABS’s ‘Glossary’ as household
income adjusted by an equivalence scale. ‘For a lone person household it is equal to household income. For
a household comprising more than one person, it is an indicator of the household income that would need
to be received by a lone person household to enjoy the same level of economic wellbeing as the household
in question’.

Table 6 shows, rather surprisingly, that older elderly (75 and over) are on average
better off than younger elderly (65 to 74). Couples are notably better off than
singles. But the most interesting comparison is that with all households. Rapid
gains to the elderly in this period have brought them close to the EFI for all
households. The gap in 2003–04 stood at about 21 per cent (based on an estimate
that the EFI for all elderly households was about 505). In 2009–10 it had fallen
to only about five or six per cent (estimating that the elderly EFI was about 960).
Of course equivalent final income is a measure of income adequacy, and takes
no account of assets. Fortunately, the 2009–10 fiscal incidence study gives us a
glimpse of the distribution of assets across the age groups. As Table 7 shows,
wealthier households are older households. Net worth peaks at around age
5 Table 1 of the 2009-10 survey shows that EFIs rose by 27 per cent from 2003-04 to 2009-10, not 65 per
cent as suggested here.
16
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60. A sharper picture is obtained if we take household size into account using
equivalence scales. Here we have used the square root of household size (a
method that approximates quite closely to the ‘OECD modified’ scale used by
the ABS to calculate equivalent final incomes). The resulting ‘equivalent net
worth’ indicates that even households aged 75 and over are one-third better off
than the mean for all households, while households in the 65–74 age group are
60 per cent better off than the mean.
Table 7: Household net worth by age group, 2009–10
15–24

25–34

35–44

45–54

55–64

65–74

75+

All
households

Net worth
($2010)

76 460

256 702

553 547

989 253

1 068 851

950 959

764 561

729 442

Household
size

2.4

2.5

3.4

3.0

2.2

1.8

1.6

2.6

Equivalent
net worth

49 329

162 469

300 840

571 823

722 197

709 671

604 396

453 070

Source: ABS Cat. No. 6537.0.

If we could combine equivalent income measures with the net-worth data, we
could arrive at a plausible assessment of relative living standards across the age
spectrum. However, the fiscal incidence surveys do not report any integrated
measure of this sort. We can only guess at what the result might be. Given
that equivalent final incomes for the elderly are now close to the average for all
households, and that the net-worth distribution is skewed in favour of older
households, we can reasonably infer that an integrated measure would show
that households headed by persons 65 and over are better off than the average
for all households under that age.
If all this is right, the Australian system of social transfers to the elderly is
much more than a safety net. Viewed in ‘lifecycle’ terms, it shifts resources from
the income-rich but asset-poor stages of life to the asset-rich but income-poor
stage. Viewed in terms of the ‘vertical’ dimension, it is a system of upwards
redistribution from the less well off to the better off.

Conclusion
In this paper we have been using a very broad definition of the welfare state,
seeing it as including standard cash transfers (pensions and benefits); in-kind
expenditures on health, education and housing; and taxation (direct and
indirect). Fiscal incidence analysis enables us to track social spending and
taxing at the household level. We have examined how the Australian welfare
17
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state, thus defined, has served various age groups through the 26 years from
1984 to 2010. Being focused on households, the analysis is thereby independent
of demographic trends.
Our main findings in this paper are threefold. The first is that in this period the
Australian welfare state has shifted focus in favour of the elderly. Substantial
gains have been made by the elderly at the expense of those in the 25 to 54 age
groups.
Secondly, the pace of this trend has changed. From 1984 to 2003–04 there was a
slow but steady drift towards increased support for the elderly. After 2003–04
it accelerated. Gains to the elderly in this last period are driven by increased
benefits in health care, pensions and other welfare support.
Thirdly, in part as a result of this sharp upturn, elderly households are today
almost as well off as the average for all households when measured in terms of
equivalent final incomes. They are clearly better off than average households
when measured using equivalent net worth. The notion of a welfare system that
redistributes upwards across age groups thus may be close to reality.
In response to our first two contentions, one might reply that simply measuring
trends using the CPI to translate past figures into 2010 dollars is misleading.
Two arguments might be given. One is that purchasing power parity is a better
indicator of changes in dollar values over time. This may be so; it is a line worth
pursuing. But it won’t explain why one group or category gains relative to other
groups or categories. All that the argument can show is that the relative gains
and losses are not best measured using the CPI. A second argument is that rising
general wealth should especially benefit the elderly, because although they
paid relatively little taxation in earlier years, that ‘little’ was a relatively large
sacrifice at that time when general standards were lower. Thomson argues that
we should use some indicator of average male wages as an index, rather than the
CPI, to take account of this (Thomson 1996: 167ff). Again, this is a line worth
pursuing. It may modify our conclusions.
In this study we have been tracking categories of household, not actual social
groupings. However, when trends in social support move in tandem with the
ageing of certain cohorts, the effect is likely to be a favouritism that raises
questions of intergenerational equity. To explore this further would require a
cohort study, and we have not attempted that here.
Our three findings require interpretation. What might explain them? It is not
easy to discern any party-political or ideological influence on these trends. The
general drift towards favouring the elderly ran a slow and smooth course up to
2004, under 12 years of Labor and eight years of the Coalition. Nearly four of
the six years after 2004 when this tendency suddenly accelerated were under
18
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the Howard government but two were under the Rudd Labor government. The
political explanation for this upturn, if there is one, is unclear. The main agerelated policy innovation of these 26 years was the introduction of compulsory
superannuation, accepted by all the main parties as a strategy for controlling
age-related fiscal demands. But just when that policy seemed to be having some
effect, elderly expenditure accelerated. Most likely gains to the elderly are not
the consequence of deliberate policy. They probably arise from incremental
adjustments, no one of which is significant but which cumulatively produce
substantial net effects.
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Management of the Coastal Zone
in Byron Bay: The Neglect of
Medium-term Considerations
Kevin Roche, Ian Goodwin and John McAneney1

Abstract
This paper documents the history of coastal management in Byron Bay and its
implication for the property rights of landowners and other stakeholders. It finds
that, until recently, planning for an uncertain future in a warming climate has
overshadowed more immediate issues. The NSW Government has recently signalled
its intention to allow individual landowners the right to apply to protect their
properties from erosive events, thereby removing the need for councils to invoke
statewide sea-level-rise projections. But these proposed changes fail to address the
medium-term (~40 years) problem, whilst promoting ad hoc coastal protection
measures. This paper argues that medium-term engineering solutions, including
beach nourishment to defend some residential areas, should not be ruled out a
priori. Parts of the present coastline may well need to be abandoned as they become
impractical and too expensive to protect, but it is argued that this time has not yet
arrived.

Introduction
Australia has one of the longest coastlines in the world (Thom and Short 2006)
and the littoral zone is by Australian standards heavily populated, with 50
per cent of the nation’s inhabitants living within seven kilometres of the coast
(Chen and McAneney 2006). Despite the concentration of people, property
and infrastructure along its coastline, and with the exception of some storm
surge associated with Tropical Cyclone Yasi in 2011, Australia has experienced
relatively few significant coastal-erosion incidents in recent decades. Nonetheless,
management of the coastal zone is the source of considerable conflict between
local politics, ideology and private property rights.

1
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There is presently no coordinated planning or policy response to deal with
the issue of coastal erosion in Australia. As Cooke et al. (2012) argue, rising
sea levels and increased coastal populations will place continuing pressure on
beaches, and an integrated approach to managing the coastal zone is called
for. Those authors found only 130 beaches throughout Australia had been
nourished (that is, subject to artificial replenishment) between 2001 and 2011
and that most of this occurred in response to specific extreme weather events.
Given that the trajectory of global climate change in respect of severe weather
remains uncertain (for example, Bender et al. 2010; and Crompton, Pielke Jr and
McAneney 2011) and the extent of our coastline’s exposure to extreme weather,
the lack of focus on medium-term engineering solutions is surprising.
As a case study to illustrate the problem, we consider the town of Byron Bay.
Byron Bay is one of several locations along the northern New South Wales
and southeast Queensland coasts to have been classified as beach ‘erosion
hotspots’ (Australian Government 2009). This paper documents the history of
the legislative events and proposed changes to the Coastal Protection Act (CPA)
in NSW, its implications for homeowners and local government, and the legal
disputes that have arisen in Byron Bay.

The Byron Bay Background
The Byron shire currently has 29 000 residents, 9000 of whom live in the ‘Bay’
itself. The main industry is tourism, with over 1.76 million visitors a year,
spending between them some $382 million and providing employment to 3124
people (Byron Shire Council 2012). Once a fishing port and whaling station — in
1954 one-fifth of the town was employed by the fishing industry2 — Byron Bay
now attracts those seeking a bohemian lifestyle as well as wealthy escapees from
the major cities. Today the town finds itself at the centre of a battle between
these two groups, embroiled in a legal dispute concerning private property
rights and coastal erosion. It is fast becoming an expensive brawl.
Coastal erosion impacts on infrastructure are no stranger to the Bay. In 1928
a new jetty was built to replace the original (built in 1888), which had been
damaged by heavy seas. The rebuilt jetty was in turn damaged in 1948 and its
replacement mostly lost in 1954 in heavy seas generated by Tropical Cyclone
(TC) 137 (Roche et al. 2012). With continued growth, the town struggles to
balance development and natural preservation, and the debate over coastal
management has polarised the community.

2 The Northern Star, 26 February 1954: 2.
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Under the previous NSW Labor government (1995–2011), coastal legislation was
focused on the long term.3 The ‘precautionary’ principle of planned retreat was
invoked to deal with sea-level rise anticipated as a consequence of global climate
change. Medium-term solutions — engineering solutions — were ignored.
Whilst the latest policy developments under the new Liberal government
(elected in 2011) still lack detail, planned retreat has been revoked and the door
opened for landowners to be given the right to protect their properties in the
short term. They have also removed the compulsory application of sea-level
benchmarks set under the previous Labor administration. Again there has been
no mention of medium-term solutions.
By way of background, we begin with a brief summary of relevant science. This
is followed by the chronology of the development of the Coastal Protection Act
(CPA), before examining some aspects of the Byron Bay legal case that helped
trigger changes to the legislation. We then consider the most recent changes
proposed by the new Liberal government. We conclude by revisiting science
and engineering-based solutions.
The underlying drivers of persistent erosion trends are myriad and often
complex. Forcing mechanisms may comprise the following, alone or in
combination: changes in relative and absolute sea level; storm wave climate of
predominant swells; magnitude or frequency of storm surge; across-shore and/
or longshore sediment-supply deficits; migration of estuarine inlets and tidal
deltas; anthropogenic interception of natural sediment-transport pathways by
way of groynes — barriers built across the beach, etc.; shoreface dredging and
shoreline ‘hardening’ due to coastal protection works. These drivers produce
shifts or cyclical changes in shoreline and dune escarpment behaviour that can
manifest as shoreline/dune recession, shoreline rotation, and shoreline and dune
misalignment (Goodwin and Howard 2011).
The attribution of the recessional shoreline trend at Belongil Beach has not been
fully determined. However, four processes contribute to the problem. Three of
these are: (1) a decadal-scale sand-supply deficit in the longshore sand-transport
rate bypassing Cape Byron and which is associated with fluctuations in wave
climate (Goodwin, Freeman and Blackmore 2013); (2) an increase in incident
easterly storm-wave power; and (3) the interruption of natural sand transport
alongshore by the Jonson Street carpark (Byron Bay Central Business District
(CBD) — see Figure 1).

3 Throughout we refer to timeframes as short, medium and long term. Short term refers to a two-year
timeframe, say, to deal with immediate or emergency works. Medium term refers to a timeframe of roughly 40
years (’til 2050), while long term refers to the end of the century (2100), a timeframe often cited in respect to
climate change and sea-level-rise projections.
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Figure 1: Map of the Byron Bay to Hastings Point compartment
Source: Author’s research.
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A fourth potential mechanism is sea-level rise. Sea level has risen by ~0.075 m
over the period since 1960, and is now rising at ~3 mm/yr on the NSW north
coast (White, Church and Gregory 2005). This coast also experiences interannual sea-level variations of +/- 0.25m associated with the La Niña/El Niño
phenomenon.
Previous research has shown that it is unlikely that sea-level rise will have a
detectable impact on shoreline position until at least 2050, and until this time
sand supply fluctuations , combined with any anthropogenic engineering
impacts, will continue to dominate the processes at Byron Bay (Church et al.
2008). In the long term (post-2100), a monotonic or accelerating sea-level rise
becomes an increasingly significant driver of shoreline change.

The long term: Planned retreat
In 1974, Tropical Cyclone Pam caused large-scale beach erosion and after a
succession of East Coast lows, the village of Sheltering Palms was abandoned,
with 17 houses purchased under the Government’s Coastal Lands Protection
Scheme. During this period the old beachfront track and several houses at
Belongil Spit were lost. Initially in the 1970s, seawalls were constructed mostly
by residents with Council assistance on an ad hoc basis, using car wrecks
and other landfill. Following the 1974 cyclone, protective rock seawalls were
constructed and coordinated by the Byron Shire Erosion Trust in 1975. At the
same time, local industry used sea walls to protect the town’s main employer, F.
J. Walker Meatworks, at Belongil Beach.
After the succession of storms in the 1970s, the State Government of NSW
instigated a study into the erosion trends and coastal processes affecting the
Byron Shire. The Byron Bay to Hastings Point Erosion Study (Gordon et al. 1978)
concluded that the coastline was undergoing long-term recession. The Coastline
Hazard Definition Study (WBM Oceanics Australia 2005) also noted a trend
towards long-term recession (albeit significantly less than the rate concluded
by Gordon et al. (1978)), highlighting the ongoing loss of sand offshore at Cape
Byron and citing the Jonson Street carpark/Memorial Pool protection works as
the significant cause. Gordon et al. (1978) concluded there were five management
options for dealing with existing and future development on lands at risk to
coastal erosion:
•
•
•
•

no coordinated plan,
re-zoning of affected areas,
relocation,
an insurance scheme, and
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• engineering works.
It did not nominate a preferred option.
In 1988, planning instruments for coastal precincts were adopted by the Byron
Shire Council (BSC) following the Draft Development Control Plan (DCP) and
a public hearing. They were heavily influenced by the Department of Public
Works (PWD) Study (1978) with The Byron Local Environment Plan 1988 (Byron
Shire Council 1988a) and DCP 1 (Byron Shire Council 1988b), stating that
development on coastal lands needed to be either relocatable or protected by
large engineering structures. As a result, approval of any new development,
proposed additions or alterations to existing developments located in coastal
planning precincts was conditional on the possibility of relocation or removal,
should the erosion escarpment encroach within a certain distance as specified on
the development consent (Parsons Brinckerhoff 2010). This has become known
as the council’s planned retreat policy.
Buyers of properties within this coastal hazard zone were to be made aware of
the coastal erosion risks via information on planning certificates (Section 149
Certificates) which had to be included with the legal contract at the time of
purchase (Parsons Brinckerhoff 2010). The idea behind planned retreat was to
enable the temporary occupation of lands subject to coastal erosion until such
time that the risk was deemed unacceptable and buildings would then have to
be relocated. The cost of relocation was to be borne by the owner.
Following the release of the NSW Government Coastline Management Manual
(CMM) in 1990 (in which Byron was used as an example of planned retreat)
councils across NSW were required to develop balanced plans for the management
of the coastline. In the case of the Byron Coastline Values Study (Byron Shire
Council 2000), the hazards identified were coastal erosion, coastal inundation
and sand drift.
Meanwhile, coastal erosion issues continued to affect Belongil Beach. The Byron
Shire Coastline Hazard Definition Study (WBM Oceanics Australia 2000) and the
Byron Coastline Management Study (WBM Oceanics Australia 2004) found that
the current planning framework was ineffective in managing the immediate
erosion threats. Their preferred management strategy in this case was beach
nourishment, a plan heavily dependent on the availability of a long-term source
of nourishment sand. It was proposed that an end control structure (groyne) and
improved rock seawall would be engineered to provide emergency protection
for Belongil Beach if sand replenishment were delayed or reduced.
Sixty-six public submissions were received in response to the WBC report: 38
per cent from Shire residents, 36 per cent from Belongil residents and the rest
from community organisations, legal firms, a university and local businesses.
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After analysing the submissions, Council stated that there were ‘insufficient
submissions to infer the preference of the wider community but that there was
a fairly clear preference for a protection strategy and support for the WBCs
recommendation of nourishment from the affected landowners at Belongil and
New Brighton’.
In December 2004, however, the Byron Shire Council rejected the WBC
nourishment option and instead adopted planned retreat as the hazardmanagement plan for both private and public ownership of the Belongil precinct.
In the Byron Coastline Management Study the consultants had recommended
planned retreat as the second-best option if no suitable long-term sand source
could be found, but explicitly stated that without improvements in enforcement
and deficiencies in the plan being addressed, the planned retreat was likely to
have poor outcomes. They also stated that there remained ‘uncertainties with
respect to the legal enforceability of such an option’.
In 2005, the Byron Shire Council obtained funding from the National Disaster
Mitigation Program for a Scoping Study on the Feasibility to Access the Cape Byron
Sand Lobe for Sand Extraction (Patterson Britton 2006). Although the study
suggested that this option was feasible, the actual cost of its implementation
was not, at least not in the eyes of the Byron Shire Council. Some of the sand
would have had to come from within the boundaries of the newly gazetted Cape
Byron Marine Park. The Byron Shire Council unanimously rejected the idea of
using sand from the Cape Byron Sand Lobe as a management option for beach
nourishment (Resolution 06-157).
Without an ongoing sand nourishment program it was thought that the proposed
engineering works for Belongil (groyne and improved rock seawall) would lead
to loss of beach access, beach amenity, environmental degradation and ongoing
maintenance issues (Parsons Brinckerhoff 2010). These potential impacts ran
counter to a series of state and federal legislation designed around the principle
of ecologically sustainable development, including the NSW Coastal Policy
(1997), NSW Coastline Hazards Policy (1988), NSW Government Coastline
Management Manual (1990) and the NSW Coastal Protection Act (1979).
Thus planned retreat remained the option for Belongil. On the other hand, and
in full awareness of the difficulties that would be faced in locating sand for longterm nourishment, in late 2006 the Byron Shire Council made a commitment to
continue its protection of the town centre through the approved and existing
works at the Jonson Street carpark, at the expense of Belongil.
In 2008 the Byron Shire Council commenced preparation of its draft Coastal
Zone Management Plan (CZMP), which was finalised and submitted, after public
consultation, to the NSW Minister of the Environment in May 2010. The CZMP
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supported Byron Shire Council’s planned retreat policy and hoped to simplify
its implementation by establishing trigger distances for relocation.4 The CZMP
also called for the establishment of two Coastal Planning Precincts for immediate
(CPP1) and 100-year (CPP2) planning horizons.
The CZMP also provided an Emergency Action Plan (EAP) for implementing
planned retreat in the event of a coastal emergency. This plan was withdrawn by
the Byron Shire Council following legal action, and a new CZMP, which would
take into account the Coastal Protection and Other Legislation Amendment Act
2010, was to be drawn up under the new coastal laws that commenced on 1
January 2011. The Byron Shire Council was then given an additional 12 months
to present this plan.
To this juncture, a number of questions had not been considered, including
what would happen following enforced relocation of buildings. Owners were
liable for relocation costs, but who would subsequently own the vacated land
parcel? If the council were to acquire the vacated land, what would be the cost?
What would be the position with council rates and property taxes with respect
to the land and the relocated structures? If ownership of the land were not
transferred to the council under the planned retreat option, the property owner
could simply build a fence around the parcel and restrict public access to the
beach as the land within the fence would still be privately owned, essentially
defeating the purpose of trying to maintain beach amenity.

Legal disputes arising from emergency (shortterm) works failings
During a storm in May 2009, the emergency interim protection works at Belongil
Beach, which had been built by Council under its own development consent
in 2001, over-topped and were in a state of collapse. The affected landowner
pointed out that under the Development Consent for all the sites along Belongil
Beach, the Byron Shire Council had responsibility for maintaining and repairing
these structures if they failed. After weeks of litigation, but before the NSW
Land and Environment Court handed down its decision in favour of the plaintiff,
the parties agreed that the 2001 consent was still valid. The Byron Shire Council
was responsible for restoring the interim protection works to their original

4 The CZMP (p.48) promoted a 20m development-free buffer zone along the coastline, landward from the
coastal erosion escarpment. Once the ‘erosion escarpment encroaches within 20m or 50m from the development
(depending on the type of development), the development will be required to be relocated further back from
the escarpment, or removed where this is not possible’.
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height, shape and engineered design and re-establishing the sand dune behind
the existing protection works. Estimates of the cost to both parties of this legal
conflict have been reported to be in excess of $2 million (ABC Radio 2010).5
In 2008 the NSW government realised its current bias towards long-term
solutions was failing to deal with the immediate problems of coastal erosion
and, with the ever increasing number of properties at risk and their values
threatened, a new approach was needed (Gordon, Lord and Nielsen 2011).
Sensing the vulnerability of local councils following the Land and Environment
Court’s decision, the NSW Labour Government was quick to introduce The
Coastal Protection and Other Legislation Amendment Act (2010). We discuss
the amendments and their implications below.

The shift to short-term solutions
The Coastal Protection Act was initially designed to provide for the protection of
the coastal environment of NSW for the benefit of present and future generations
(CPA s.3). Under the revised Act, a new seven-member NSW Coastal Panel was
established whose primary role was to advise the NSW Minister for the Office
of Environment and Heritage (formerly the Department of Climate Change,
Environment and Water) and local councils on the coastal zone (CPA s.13). The
Panel had powers to sanction temporary or permanent coastal protection works
where the local council did not have a Coastal Zone Management Plan (CZMP).6
Legislative changes in the Act that had to be incorporated within the CZMP
related to the management of risks arising from coastal hazards, additional
impacts brought about by climate change and maintenance and impacts of
protection works (CPA s.55C). The CZMP had to include an emergency (shortterm) action sub-plan to deal with actions that might be carried out during
periods of beach erosion (CPA s.55C).
The revised act allowed for Emergency Coastal Protection works7 (ECPW) to
be carried out by an individual without planning approval, although they still
required authorisation from the local council or the Director General. ECPW
could not be placed until such time as the Bureau of Meteorology had advised
5 Subsequent to this claim being resolved another 10 residents from Belongil Beach are taking the Byron
Shire Council to the NSW Supreme Court for negligence, seeking compensation of approximately $100 million
(Echo 2011). They claim damage to their properties was caused by rock walls and groynes (built in the 1960s
and extended in 2001 as part of the Memorial Pool car park protection works).
6 Coastal Authorities (the Minister and Councils within coastal zones) had the power to appoint officers who
could determine whether there had been compliance with, or a contravention of, the Act and the regulations
(CPA s.10).
7 ECPW were defined as works comprising the placement of sand, or fabric bags filled with sand (other than
sand taken from a beach or a sand dune adjacent to a beach), but not rocks, concrete, construction waste or
other debris (CPA s.55P).
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of a storm event, could only be placed once on a parcel of land and could
only remain in place for 12 months without subsequent or pending approval
under the development consent provisions of the Environmental Planning and
Assessment Act 1979 (EPAA). Otherwise, the works had to be removed and the
land restored to its previous state (CPA s.55Y).
These new laws, in line with the political ideology of the time, were designed
to make it difficult (if not impossible) for landowners to protect their land in
emergency situations. For example, it was only permissible to protect authorised
buildings within 10m of the erosion escarpment, and not the land itself (CPA
s.55P). Neither was it made clear how this new provision was to be administered
nor how landowners could protect themselves from multiple storm events
within a 12-month period.
The coastal authorities were also granted authority under the legislation to:
• order the removal of materials deposited on a beach if they were considered
likely to cause increased erosion to the beach or adjacent land and/or
unreasonably limit public access (CPA s.55ZA)
• levy an annual charge for coastal protection services on rateable land that
benefited from these services (LGA s.496B).
Councils located in the coastal regions of NSW were required to include on the
Section 149 Certificate all information on the placement of ECPWs; whether
they had been removed; the exposure of the property to coastal hazards and
whether the property was subject to coastal protection charges (EPAA s.149(2)).
If the government had hoped to solve some of the pressing issues facing Local
Government Authorities, then the changes fell well short of a solution. Some of
the Act’s failings are addressed below.

Failings of the short-term policy shift
Whilst the new laws technically permitted owners of waterfront properties in
‘coastal hotspots’ such as Belongil Beach to protect their property with emergency
coastal protection works, the works still had to be certified, something difficult
to achieve in an emergency, and, as discussed above, could only be employed
once, and then only for a period of 12 months. This ruling had the potential
to encourage litigation as landowners would most likely chose to protect their
house by whatever means possible and then deal with the legal consequences
later. In reality, the only legal option a property owner had during an erosion
event was to erect barricades (sandbags no more than 1.5m high) which are
ineffective in preventing beachfront erosion (Gordon et al. 2011) and which also
have the potential to divert damage to adjacent properties.
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The authority bestowed on the Local Government Authorities (LGA) to levy
a service charge on landowners for new coastal protection works was an
attempt to shift some of the cost of protective measures from the public to the
private sector (Gordon et al. 2011). Existing protective works needing repair or
upgrading to new standards would still have to be funded by the Council unless
all landowners agreed otherwise.
Whilst the levy may have provided an economic incentive to complete works,
it had the potential for encouraging yet more legal action over conflicts arising
between the LGA and individual landowners over the measures they were
prepared to support with their levies, and, more importantly, the inferred
liability from the completed works (Lipman and Stokes 2011). Whilst s.733 of
the Local Government Act seeks to provide statutory immunity against liability
where any advice was given, or actions taken or omitted in the management of
natural hazards in the coastal zone as long as the decision or action was taken
in good faith,8 there have been several cases where Councils have been shown
not to have acted in good faith. Lipman and Stokes (2011) suggest that s.733 will
not always protect Councils from litigation, each case having to be decided on
its own merits.
In short, the series of changes introduced by the Labor government to provide
a short-term solution to those landowners at risk to coastal erosion have been
ineffective. Rather, they have encouraged individual ad hoc measures on the part
of landowners seeking to protect their properties in an emergency. It also begs
the question that since landowners share their waterfront locations with local
and state governments through public assets like roads, parks, camp grounds,
national parks and surf clubs (Gordon et al. 2011), is it not unreasonable that
those who also benefit from the beach amenity (tourists, recreational users, etc.)
also contribute to the protection of the beach? Many landowners think so.

The new Liberal Government solution
With all the inherent problems of the previous legislative changes, it was no
real surprise that after the election in 2011, the new Liberal government would
attempt to change things. The extent of the reforms introduced, however, came
as a surprise. The Special Minister of State, Chris Hartcher, announced on the
day of local government elections that his government would overturn the
8 The new legislation increased these exemptions in 733(3) to include: preparation or making of a coastal
zone management plan; anything done or omitted to be done regarding beach erosion or shoreline recession
on Crown land, or land owned or controlled by a council or a public authority; failure to undertake action
to enforce the removal of illegal or unauthorised structures that results in erosion of a beach or land adjacent
to a beach; provision of information relating to climate change or sea level rise; anything done or omitted to
be done regarding the negligent placement or maintenance by a landowner of emergency protection works.
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previous strategy of managed retreat, withdraw statewide sea-level planning
benchmarks and make it easier for landowners to protect their properties from
minor storm events by using large sandbags. Just a week later (on 18 September
2012), a Bill was introduced to parliament to amend the CPA. Hartcher stated
that this was the first of comprehensive coastal reforms that would:
• make it easier for coastal landholders to install temporary works to reduce
the impacts of erosion on their properties;
• remove the compulsory application of sea-level-rise benchmarks;
• deliver clarity to councils on the preparation of section 149 notices by
focusing on current known hazards; and
• support local councils by providing information and expert advice on sealevel rise relevant to their local area.
These reforms, if implemented, would see a complete change in policy from
long-term to short-term strategies. Medium-term engineering solutions had
again been ignored.
The Coastal Protection Amendment Bill 2012 will allow landowners to place
large sandbags at any time on public or private land; they will not have to wait
until erosion is occurring or imminent; they will not need prior certification
from council, and the works can be placed on public land for two years (NSW
Government 2012c). The current 1.5m height limit is under review and will be
covered in the new Code of Practice under preparation. Landowners will also be
able to apply for development consent under the Environmental Planning and
Assessment Act 1979 to construct coastal protection works such as sea walls or
to use sandbags that are different from those defined under the legislation. The
new Bill will also update section 733(3)(f6) of the LGA to ensure that councils
acting in good faith regarding what turns out to be ‘negligent’ placement or
maintenance of temporary coastal protection works (formerly known as ECPW)
will be exempt from liability.
The Minister has stated that landowners in erosion-prone areas should be
allowed to take sensible measures to protect themselves and not be hindered
by red tape. He also stated that the ‘heavy handed application of the Labor
Government’s sea level rise planning benchmarks for 2050 and 2100 would go’
because he was concerned about the negative impacts on property values (NSW
Government 2012b).
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Unresolved issues from the new short-term/
emergency solutions
It is too early to draw any definitive conclusions on the State government’s
proposed new policy direction: at this juncture, many questions remain
unanswered.
Will improved sandbag solutions be sufficient? They will certainly stand a
better chance of success than the previous option because these may now be
installed before an erosion event, allowing the protective wall to be engineered
more securely.
Will the 1.5m height restriction remain? If these walls are over-topped and
land is lost to the sea, what will happen to structures behind the works? Will
landowners then be able to re-engineer piecemeal solutions to protect their
homes? And will owners who suffer damages to properties on either side of new
retaining walls be able to sue for these damages?
Will councils be responsible for the monitoring of temporary protection works?
Councils have a fundamental duty to the Crown to protect the lands and the
community, so what will happen if there is an increased danger created by
temporary works erected on public lands? Who will be responsible? Who
will pay damages? Will all councils have the in-house expertise to deal with
temporary protection works and, if not, who will fund extra trained staff or
consultancies? The removal of compulsory notices on the section 149 certificates
potentially exposes buyers to hazards that they should be informed about.
All of the above questions add yet further uncertainty for coastal management.

The case for medium-term solutions
The ‘precautionary approach’ of planned retreat can be seen as a solution for
greenfield sites by virtue of restricting development in locations likely to be
impacted by coastal erosion at some point in the future. However, it fails to
provide a solution to the legacy problem posed by an estimated 157 000–247
600 existing residential buildings projected to be at risk to a sea-level rise of
1.1m (Australian Government 2009).
Most of the ‘solutions’ considered above have ignored well-established
engineering options, ‘hard’ and ‘soft’ solutions that can be used on their own or
in combination. ‘Hard’ options generally involve the use of man-made structures
to disrupt natural processes and ‘soft’ works aim to reduce erosion and stabilise
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the dunes. Because each ‘erosion hotspot’ is different, there is no generalised
solution applicable to all situations. Each location must be viewed on its own
merits and costs can vary substantially between solutions. Engineering solutions
have been used successfully in places like Narrowneck and Coolangatta on the
Gold Coast, Queensland, but for the most part have been ignored in NSW.
The key advantage of engineering solutions for the medium term is that they
allow continued enjoyment of the coastline for another 30–50 years whilst
preserving livelihoods and doing as little damage to the coast as possible. At
some point, locations around the coast may well need to be abandoned as they
become impractical and too expensive to protect, but in the authors’ minds
it would appear that this time is not yet here. Landowners, however, need to
accept the likelihood of abandonment at some point.

Medium-term solutions for Byron Bay
As discussed earlier, in 2004 the Byron Bay Coastline Management Study outlined
several options for addressing the medium-term erosion problem at Belongil
Beach. Here we take a more detailed look at the solutions considered in that
report and argue why these options should still be on the table. The report states
that the removal of the carpark structure at Jonson Street was not considered
as the council believed that this would place ‘substantial development in the
Byron Bay township and the area to the south and south east under direct and
long term threat from erosion’. Yet, as was alluded to earlier, the Council was
well aware of the actual threat facing Belongil residents if nothing were done to
compensate for the up-coast problems caused by the carpark.
The options were evaluated based on both policy and financial criteria. The
policy criteria drew heavily on the nine goals of the NSW Coastal Policy, including
the themes: protecting, rehabilitating and improving the natural environment;
to protect and enhance the aesthetic qualities of the coastal zone; to promote
ecologically sustainable development; to protect and conserve cultural heritage;
and to recognize and accommodate natural processes and climate change. The
financial criteria focused on minimising the capital and operational costs whilst
maximising consequential benefits and the certainty of a result.
Some of the ‘hard’ and ‘soft’ engineering solutions commonly used include:
1. Terminal protection or seawalls — solid barriers usually constructed along
the beach using rock revetment at the toe of the foredune escarpment.
2. Groynes — barriers built across the beach to partially trap longshore sand
transport.
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3. Artificial headlands — erected to arrest shoreline recession and stabilise the
shoreline by restricting net losses of sand alongshore.
4. Offshore breakwaters — wave barriers constructed parallel to the beach to
reduce nearshore exposure to wave energy.
5. Artificial reefs — similar to offshore breakwaters and used to modify the
nearshore breaking wave pattern. They can be used to focus wave energy
away from erosion hotspots or they can be used to partially trap alongshore
sand transport. They can be constructed using geo-textile bags or rock
submerged below the water surface.
6. Beach nourishment/replenishment — artificial sand deposition to rebuild
the natural beach and shoreface sand profiles. The sand is usually placed in
the surf zone by liquefied pumping. This can restore a buffer zone between
the affected properties and the erosion zone.
In Table 1, we list the options considered in the WBM Oceanics Australia (2004)
report and their respective costs over a 50-year period. A discount rate of 7 per
cent was used to estimate present-day values (PV) of the costs. Private property
values were discounted at 4 per cent to account for a higher rate of growth
than the consumer price index. Capital costs (CC) included initial design fees,
the environmental impact study and all approval costs. Maintenance costs (MC)
included the expected annual running costs (typically 1 per cent of the capital
cost) and periodic larger investments required to maintain the ‘structures’ over
a 50-year period. All costs are in 2003 dollars. The best estimate (BE) is the
ratio of costs to expenses taking into account the expected impact on private
property values. It was assumed that private property values may increase by
as much as 50 per cent above the 2003 current market indicators due to: (a)
the certainty provided by protection works and (b) the expectation that moreflexible planning provisions would allow a greater realisation of the potential
of each property. Benefit cost (BC) numbers do not account for private property
values.
The salient point is that all options listed in Table 1 show net positive BE and
BC ratios, with options A and C ranking the highest in respect of BE values.
Options A and B entail both a physical and visual interference in their efforts to
protect land at Belongil Beach, whilst others seek to limit intrusion and to retain
as much of the beach as possible (C and C2). Despite these positive BE and BC
ratios, all of these options were ignored by the BSC in favour of planned retreat.
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Table 1: Protection options for Belongil Beach
Option
A

CC ($m)

MC ($m)

PV ($m)

BE

BC

Seawall

10.2

5.0

12.8

5.0

1.9

B

Groynes

12.3

6.0

15.4

4.6

1.9

C

Nourishment &
End Control

16.0

1.5 + 9.0 every 25 years

22.9

5.2

2.7

C2

Nourishment &
Seawall

20.0

3.0 plus 9.0 every 25 years

26.7

4.4

2.3

D

Nourishment &
Groynes

19.6

4.0 plus 9.0 every 25 yrs

26.9

4.0

2.0

E

Nourishment &
Breakwater

27.7

7.5 plus 9.0 every 25 yrs

35.9

3.3

1.7

Source: WBM Oceanics Australia 2004.

In theory, planned retreat as a coastal management approach allows communities
such as Belongil to enjoy the use of the coastal zone for an uncertain period until
the projected sea-level rise causes significant erosion and inundation problems
that landowners are forced to move on. In reality, though, its implementation
could bring about a premature end to occupation of the coastal zone. As we
documented earlier, present-day erosion is not driven by sea rise alone. On
coastlines such as Byron Bay to Hastings Point, where wave-driven sandtransport episodes occur, the actual impact of sea-level rise on the coastline
position is masked. We do not know for sure when the rate of sea-level rise
will outpace natural variability in sand transport and, whilst this uncertainty
remains, there seems to be no reason that medium-term solutions not be
considered to manage the interim threat.
At present, beaches like Belongil are running out of time for any viable solution.
It is clear that repeatedly spending resources on emergency-type works in
response to storms is a waste of taxpayers’ funds. Encouraging landowners to
pursue individual responses when it comes to protecting their own piece of
the coast will lead to even more costly blunders and potentially irreversible
damage to the coastal zone. It is also clear that in the view of the authors, the ‘do
nothing’ approach of planned retreat has neither been costed nor well thought
out. Medium-term approaches solve both of these issues, buying communities
time in the face of an uncertain future.

Conclusion
In Byron Bay the general public is at risk of losing its amenity in an iconic piece
of coastline. Homeowners are at risk of losing homes, businesses their livelihood,
and the government remains exposed to significant legal liability. It appears to
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be a lose–lose situation. A previous focus on long-term policies that failed to
address more pressing immediate erosion issues has been replaced by short-term
solutions. As part of its arsenal of methods for dealing with coastal management
problems, the authors believe that NSW needs to consider engineering solutions
for the medium term (~50 years) — or at least these should not be ignored a
priori.
Given considerable infrastructural assets in coastal locations, it also seems
improbable that large areas of the NSW coastline will or can be left undefended.
It is not clear why homeowners are denied similar protection, especially given
the uncertainty about when the rate of sea-level rise in a warming climate will
outpace natural variability in sand transport at any particular point on the coast.
Landowners and policymakers need to arrive at a compromise where policy can
adapt to deal with the present and medium-term problems, but also acknowledge
that at some point, parts of the present coastline may well need to be abandoned
as they become impractical and too expensive to protect. We conclude that this
time is not yet here.
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Why Johnny Can’t Regulate:
The Case of Natural Monopoly
Henry Ergas1
This paper examines the difficulties inherent in regulation as a solution to market
failure and, especially, to natural monopoly. It highlights the way regulation itself
introduces new risks into the supply of natural monopoly services, including the
risk of regulatory opportunism, and argues that delegating regulatory functions to
‘independent’ regulators does not in itself solve those risks.
Imagine that, in visiting a primary school, a politician were to ask a child what he
or she wants to do as a grown-up. Now, if the child said ‘I’m going to be a pilot’,
the politician would exude the milk of human kindness, pat the infant on the
head, and move swiftly on to the next photo-opp. But what if little Johnny said
‘When I grow up, I want to be a regulator’? Surely a moment of bewilderment
would follow. After all, no one could impugn a child’s aspiration to be a pilot,
doctor, plumber or nurse; at a pinch, even neighbourhood dope peddler, poledancer or economist, all professions whose origins lie lost in the mists of time.
But what would one make of the desire to be a regulator, other than a diagnosis
of early-onset power-hunger? And could one in good conscience commend
that career choice, as one likely to ultimately lead to personal fulfilment and
worthwhile community service?
To raise that question is not to chastise the vocation of regulator. But is there
a sense in which — to borrow Enoch Powell’s famous dictum about politics
(Powell 1977: 151) — all regulatory careers are doomed to end in failure? Because
that is in the nature of regulation and human affairs? While any such assertion
might go beyond the evidence, all those familiar with the regulation of natural
monopoly would agree that it is inherently contentious in process, controversial
in its results and all too often disappoints the expectations vested in it.
To a degree, that could be viewed as simply confirming the fact that there are no
perfect solutions to market imperfections. But that is both trite and unrevealing
— it says little about why the problems occur. Yet a better understanding of
those problems is needed if issues such as the scope of regulation and its design
are to be sensibly addressed.
In exploring those problems, this article seeks to go behind and beyond
conventional explanations of the difficulties inherent in natural monopoly
1 The University of Wollongong and Deloitte Access Economics; ergas.henry@gmail.com
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regulation. Although diverse, those explanations often boil down to the
view that regulation would work tolerably well if only pesky interest groups
would not derail the process. Yet that obviously assumes the regulator — with
its own interests and objectives — would merely pursue the public interest,
presumably defined in terms of maximising social welfare. Why that cannot be
simply assumed then has implications for the framing of mechanisms that hold
regulators accountable.
The implication of this analysis is not that regulation is per se undesirable but
that we need to pay more serious attention to the importance of providing
effective safeguards against the abuse of regulatory discretion. In contrast,
recent years have seen moves to water down those safeguards. The present
course of regulatory policy in Australia therefore poses some serious issues,
which deserve more attention than they have received.

The problem being addressed
Any introductory textbook in economics will explain that we regulate so as to
correct market failures; that is, situations where voluntary exchange will not
result in the best use of society’s resources. It will cite a number of factors that
may give rise to such failures, including public goods, natural monopolies and
decision-relevant externalities.
If it is a good textbook, it will then go on to explain that none of those market
failures in itself justifies regulation. After all, it will say, it may be that bargaining
between individuals could address those market failures, so long as property
rights are well-defined. Take, for instance, natural monopolies and local public
goods. These could be procured or supplied by user cooperatives, an example
of the Coase theorem at work (Hansmann 1969). But then it would go on to say
that the assumptions underpinning the Coase theorem — well-defined property
rights, negligible transactions costs — rarely if ever hold, so such an outcome
is unlikely.
This would be followed by an explanation of the specific difficulties that would
arise in trying to design and implement the Coase bargain involved in voluntary,
unregulated, supply of a natural monopoly. It would list three:
• First, unless the number of participants is very small, so the natural
monopoly is (say) a mini-local public good, no potential participant will be
pivotal, creating incentives for free-riding and removing any incentive for
truthful revelation of valuations (Dixit and Olson 2000). As those valuations
are consumers’ private information, there will be no easy mechanism for
assuring that the marginal and total conditions for efficient supply (which
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require that the sum of the marginal valuations is equal to marginal cost,
while ex ante, the sum of the total valuations equals total cost) are met.
• Second, it would note that asymmetric information problems will also
arise on the supply side. Information about costs is private to the supplier;
unless an auction or tender (a la Demsetz 1968) can force revelation of that
information — and such auctions can only be fully effective where sunk
costs are low and learning economies insignificant — it will be impossible
to avoid paying a rent to the provider (Willamson 1976; Spiller 2013; Gasmi
et al. 2002).2 In other words, the provider will extract a rent associated with
its monopoly not merely over the supply of the good, but over information
about the costs involved in its production.
• Third, it would say that even if those hurdles could be overcome, there
would still be difficulties involved in designing, monitoring and enforcing
an efficient contract between the consumers and the supplier (Goldberg
1976). Given that no contract can cover every contingency, consumers
would be exposed to the risk of the chosen supplier increasing its returns
at consumers’ expense, for instance, by shading quality (assuming quality
levels are difficult to contract for; that is, non-contractible). And equally,
once its costs were sunk, the supplier would be exposed to the risk of ex post
opportunism by the customers, who might seek to expropriate some or all of
those costs, leaving the supplier with just enough revenue to cover variable
costs. Given those risks, each side would invest in costly precautions so as to
ward them off. But as these redistributions are zero-sum, those investments,
seen from a societal perspective, are merely a waste, reducing welfare.
Given all of these impediments, our introductory textbook would say,
government intervention is needed to implement the Coasian bargain; that is, to
devise and enforce the bargain that, in the absence of transactions costs, would
result from voluntary exchange.

Regulation as deus ex machina
All this is true, as far as it goes. But it is also obvious that the logic involves an
element of sleight of hand. After all, merely saying government is needed to
devise and enforce the Coase bargain tells you nothing about how government
would know what that bargain was or, if it knew, why it would actually
implement it. The bare fact that government is now a player in no way solves

2 If those assumptions (low or no sunk costs and insignificant learning economies) are not met, incumbents
will have advantages over new entrants in bidding for the concession contract. Those advantages will translate
into a rent they secure; to the extent to which that rent is a rent on their superior information, it is referred
to as an ‘information rent’.
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any of the problems that vitiated the Coase bargain in the first place. Rather,
all of the obstacles to efficient outcomes listed above remain; but then there are
some new ones as well.
Those additional obstacles to efficiency are inherent in the principal–agent
problems interposing government between the consumers on the one hand and
the supplier on the other creates.
To begin with, in the idealised Coase bargain, consumers, as the principals,
bargain with the supplier by putting dollars on the table, and hence, subject
to all the issues mentioned above, signal an intensity of preference. In contrast,
when consumers as voters have to express their preferences to government
as their agent, they use the ballot box, creating the preference aggregation
paradoxes that have delighted economists and social scientists since the days
of Condorcet.
Second, if the contract envisaged in the Coase bargain outlined above was
imperfect, that between consumers as the principal and government as the agent
is likely to be orders of magnitude worse (North 1990; Dixit 1998). In effect, few
contracts are as fuzzy as the implied agreement between voters and their elected
representatives in terms of defining what is being exchanged and how. It is
therefore extraordinarily difficult to measure what is being traded in political
markets and in consequence to monitor and enforce the implied agreements.
The incentives for voters to shirk on monitoring — that is, to free-ride on the
monitoring efforts of others — only compound the resulting inefficiencies.
Third, political markets do a poor job of disclosing the information needed to
monitor performance. For instance, if governments shift benefits to the present,
while postponing costs to the future, there is no capitalisation mechanism,
similar to that which operates (however imperfectly) in securities markets, that
will instantly crystallise the resulting change in wealth in a way readily visible
to consumers and taxpayers. This limits the ability of the principals to assess the
agent’s performance and, by the same token, weakens the disciplines the agent
faces.
Fourth, the agent involved in this transaction is highly unusual: it is an
agent with many powers of compulsion over the principal. Indeed, that is its
main merit, as it is those powers of compulsion that allow it to overcome the
obstacles voluntary exchange faces to attaining the Coase bargain. But those
same powers of compulsion mean it can refuse to disclose information, force the
supposed principal to make financial contributions regardless of that principal’s
valuations, and redistribute income directly and through cross-subsidisation. In
bargaining with this agent, the supposed principals are mere lambs.
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Fifth, those coercive powers magnify the risks of ex post opportunism. Consider
a supplier investing substantial funds that, once committed, will be sunk. The
likelihood of those sunk costs being expropriated is surely all the greater when
the decision to do so rests with government on a three- or four-year electoral
cycle, given the political gains even short-term price reductions could secure.
The fact that the government has many instruments it can use to compel ongoing
supply or punish quality degradation can only make the danger of expropriation
greater. There is, in other words, a risk of time-inconsistency in government
behaviour, where time-inconsistency refers to situations in which conduct of a
policymaker that is rational ex ante is not rational ex post (and is known to be
not), so that rational actors will discount the probability of a commitment to
that conduct being maintained (Ergas 2008; 2009a).
In short, there is nothing in the mere fact of introducing government that solves
the problems that impede the Coase bargain. Rather, the very coercive powers
that are required to resolve the difficulties of voluntary exchange create new
problems and inefficiencies.

Delegation and independence as the solutions
At this point, the conventional solution is to hand-wave about these difficulties
being overcome through the delegation of power to an independent regulator.
The story goes something like this (Komesar 1997; Vibert 2007; Helm 1994;
Helm 2004):
First, a specialised regulator can reap economies of scale and scope in securing
information, diminishing the information asymmetry between consumers and
the natural monopolist. This can both reduce the information rent that needs
to be paid to that monopolist and allow the provision of stronger incentives for
productive efficiency.
Second, it may be easier for consumers to monitor a specialised regulator than
a more generic bureaucracy, such as a ministerial department. Specialisation,
in other words, imposes a degree of specificity in the disclosure of information
and, in turn, can facilitate the development of specialised monitors, improving
the efficiency with which the regulatory contract is implemented and enforced.
Third, and perhaps most important, distancing the regulator from central
government can help overcome commitment problems; that is, can reduce the
risk of time-inconsistency, lowering the cost of capital to the regulated industry
and improving both producer and consumer welfare.
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Now, the first two of these claims are possibly correct, but it is by no means
clear that they are especially strong. It seems odd, for instance, to say that the
mere fact of shifting functions from a ministerial department to an independent
agency increases the ability to acquire information: perhaps it does, but one
would need more to explain why. As for disclosure of specialised information,
perhaps, but surely that too depends. Rather, the real work in this argument is
done by the third claim: the claim that formal independence allows distancing,
which in turn enhances policy credibility.

The (erroneous) analogy to central banks
In theory, there are indeed situations where delegating authority to an
independent regulatory agency could increase the credibility of commitments
in ways that reduce the risk of time-inconsistency. Such an enhancement of
credibility most likely occurs where the regulator has a greater ability than
general government, and/or greater incentives than general government, to act
consistently over time — for example, because it does not benefit from timeinconsistent behaviour and/or has a unique preference for time-consistent
behaviour.
These conditions, it is often claimed, underpin the case for the delegation of
powers over monetary policy to central banks, providing a useful analogy for
analysing the issues of regulatory design (Singleton 2011). Whether this is a
sensible characterisation of central bank independence is a matter of intense
academic debate, both as regards the solidity of its theoretical foundations and
its empirical relevance. So too is the question of whether, as a factual matter,
central bank independence, however defined, actually reduces the sacrifice
ratio (that is, the costs of disinflation) or more generally shields central banks
from political pressures, all the more so given the at times controversial (and
seemingly politically responsive) decisions supposedly independent central
banks have taken in the wake of the global financial crisis.
That said, whatever the merits may be of the claim that delegation enhances
policy credibility in the context of central banks, it is by no means obvious
that the same benefits will flow in the context of industry regulation (Ergas
2010). Indeed, there are a number of obvious difficulties with the argument
that the delegation of powers to utility regulators strengthens and enhances the
credibility of socially beneficial commitments.
In effect, virtually by definition, delegation entails vesting a degree of discretion.
Now, while the notion of regulatory discretion is inherently complex, the extent
of the discretion given to a regulator is typically characterised in the economic
literature in terms of the extent of the constraint the regulator faces in two
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respects: 1) the outcomes it seeks to achieve (‘goal’ or ‘outcome’ independence);
and 2) the instruments it can use to achieve those outcomes (‘input’ or
‘instrument’ independence).
That characterisation helps refine the comparison between central bank
independence and the independence of utility regulators.
Thus, the Reserve Bank of Australia is independent in many respects, but the
outcomes it is to pursue are narrowly defined in terms of a target inflation rate
over the course of the economic cycle. Measuring whether it is achieving that
target is not simple, but it is clear that gross departures from the target range
would be quickly detected and widely commented on. At the same time, the
range of instruments it can use to pursue that target is also narrowly defined,
with the cash rate being the primary lever under its control. As a result, the
substance of the Reserve Bank’s independence consists of the freedom it has in
gauging how best to use a well-defined set of instruments to achieve a narrowly
set goal.
In contrast, an economic regulator, such as the Australian Competition and
Consumer Commission (ACCC), may have objectives that are quite vaguely
defined, as is certainly the case for Parts IIIA and XIC of the Competition and
Consumer Act (which set out, respectively, a framework for economy-wide access
regulation and an industry-specific regulatory regime for telecommunications).
Moreover, a regulator can have substantial control over the range of instruments
it uses in pursuit of those objectives, both through the ability to alter the range
of services to which regulation applies and through its control over what it
includes or excludes from the scope of regulatory determinations (for instance,
in terms of the degree to which it prescribes particular levels of service or other
aspects of the non-price terms and conditions of access).
In other words, in contrast to the typical central bank, utility regulators have
a high degree of both outcome and instrument independence. Four additional
points strengthen this contrast.
First, the scope for industry regulators to commit to acting or not acting in
particular ways in future is limited as a matter of statute, practicality or both.
For example, with very long-lived assets, the regulator may not be able to
commit its conduct for the life of those assets, if nothing else because changes in
circumstances may require the re-opening of regulatory commitments (or make
the costs of failing to do so especially high). For example, shifts in supply and
demand conditions are likely to create differences between existing prices and
efficient prices; the longer the adjustment lag, the greater may be the resulting
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social costs. This constrains the degree to which industry regulators can commit
to not revisit previous decisions and so reduces the credibility of commitments
against time-inconsistency.
Second, the gains to a utility regulator from time-inconsistency are likely to
be substantially greater than those accruing to a central bank. Thus, industry
regulators may benefit from delivering immediate benefits to well-defined,
favoured constituencies in a way that is extremely unlikely to occur for a central
bank. For example, an industry regulator concerned about its resources and
wishing to expand its political support may well face very strong incentives to
cut regulated prices (be it to access seekers, particular end-consumers, or both),
regardless of the impacts on future investments (and on regulators many years
hence). While the whole notion of an independent central bank is that it does
not ‘internalise’ the gains from time-inconsistency in the way politicians do, an
independent utility regulator may well ‘internalise’ those gains (say, in the form
of a greater budget) while the costs are shifted into future periods.
Third, the costs of time-inconsistency are likely to be less readily and quickly
apparent to a utility regulator than for a central bank. In monetary policy,
both output and inflation expectations respond relatively quickly to changes
in the stance of the central bank. Moreover, those inflation expectations are
capitalised into interest rates and quickly affect the slope of the yield curve.
As a result, deviations from time-consistency are relatively rapidly translated
into visible signals that rebound on the reputation and standing of the central
bank. In contrast, in utility networks, especially those with some buffer of
excess capacity, prices can fall far below long-run marginal costs before much
changes. Moreover, in such networks, capacity augmentation is usually quite
lumpy, and capable of some degree of postponement. As a result, there are
usually few visible signs of time-inconsistency, other than the share prices of
those regulated entities that are privately owned, which are inevitably subject
to many and varying interpretations. While the costs of time-inconsistency in
monetary policy come home to roost reasonably fast, in utility regulation it can
be many years before the crunch occurs.
Fourth and last, there is a striking difference between central banks and utility
regulators in terms of behaviour. In most models of the gains from delegating
monetary policy to an independent central bank, a newly independent bank
must invest in creating a reputation for time-consistency — that is, for placing
a greater weight on inflation-reduction than on avoiding falls in output. To
credibly signal that attachment to an anti-inflation stance, it must force on the
community a higher cost, in terms of forgone output, than it would be rational
for a decision-maker to impose were that decision-maker any less averse to
inflation. Typically, this is achieved by appointing as the decision-maker an
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‘inflation hawk’. To some extent, the behaviour of the European Central Bank
in its first years and of the Reserve Bank of New Zealand in the early 1990s is
consistent with this characterisation.
Transposed to the utility regulation context, this would suggest that the initial
period following the transition to regulatory independence would be associated
with regulators credibly signalling a strong aversion to expropriating sunk
investments. But in no major country has that been the case, and it certainly
did not occur in Australia. If anything, utility regulators seemed to preference
delivering price reductions to consumers, as evidenced by tough price caps
and steep falls in regulated revenues. While many contrasting interpretations
can be placed on those events, they do not seem to conform to the pattern
typically ascribed to independent central banks and which underpins the claim
that delegation (and investment in a reputation for ‘toughness’) enhances timeconsistency.

Dealing with the risks
In short, there are significant differences in the substance of the discretion
vested in independent central banks on the one hand and utility regulators
on the other. As a result of those differences, the risks of opportunism and
time-inconsistency in utility regulation are likely to be high, despite or indeed
because of statutory independence.
In practice, these risks are compounded by the fact that statutory independence
from the political process may not translate into independence as a matter of
substance. After all, the statutory framework in which an agency operates is
devised by the very politicians from whom it is intended to be independent.
There is an extensive literature in the economic theory of politics that discusses
what is called the ‘mirroring principle’, by which a regulatory agency’s rules,
budget processes and membership are designed so as to mirror and entrench
the preferences and bargaining environment that best suit its political masters
(McCubbins, Noll and Weingast 1987).
At the same time, that design and its operation are likely to be shaped by what
the political scientists call ‘the law of anticipated reactions’, which simply says
that actors are forward-looking and strategic in choosing among alternative
courses of conduct (Weingast 1997). For instance, behaviour which is likely
to severely compromise an agency’s political support is surely less attractive to
rational actors than a more moderate alternative. This is all the more the case as
sagas such as that of the Murray Darling Basin Commission (which has repeatedly
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changed its views and even leadership in the light of political reaction to its
recommendations) highlight just how transient the claimed insulation of expert
processes from political intervention may prove to be.
As a result, it is not unreasonable to expect regulatory outcomes to be
considerably affected by the wider political context. Indeed, there are many
episodes in recent Australian regulatory history which are inexplicable in other
terms. Given that, how much can be done to discipline regulatory decisionmaking in situations where the risks of opportunism are high?
This is a huge issue, which I have covered to some extent elsewhere (see Ergas
2009b and 2012). But my own sense is that in terms of the design of regulatory
institutions, at least at a Commonwealth level, there are many instances where
we are going backwards.
The scope, for example, for merits review of regulatory decisions has been
almost entirely eliminated in telecommunications, though (having done that to
Telstra) new, substantial, restrictions on the regulator are being introduced so as
to protect the National Broadband Network (NBN). However, those restrictions
are not really safeguards protecting the integrity and balance of the regulatory
process. Rather, they mainly involve enhanced ministerial powers of direction,
and hence, if anything, make decision-making more rather than less political.
The legislative changes also provide far-reaching exemptions for the NBN from
the competition laws, removing whatever safeguards the scope to turn to those
laws would otherwise have provided. These are the first such exemptions of any
substance since the Hilmer reforms. It is surprising, and not readily reconciled
with conventional notions of regulatory independence, that our competition
authority appears to have publicly acquiesced in these changes, despite its
avowed commitment to a public-advocacy role in defending and promoting the
integrity of the competition laws.
Moreover, a similar watering down of the safeguards against regulatory error
and bias seems under way in electricity, following public outcry over rising
electricity prices. While the precise changes to the electricity regime are still
largely to be legislated, there is little doubt their effect will be to materially
increase regulatory discretion.
In short, regulation is no magic wand that can, at no or low cost, replicate the
outcomes of the idealised Coasian bargain. Moreover, conventional nostrums for
the conundrums it raises — most obviously, the ‘solution’ of delegating powers
to an independent regulator — create many problems of their own. To those
problems there are no simple solutions, and most of the attempted solutions
have yielded very mixed results.
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As a result, Johnny may be on to something — there is certainly no shortage of
career opportunities for regulators and regulation is, as they say, steady work.
But if he expects regulation to meet the lofty goals so often set for it, that is less
simple and far less assured.
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Evidence-free Policy: The Case of the
National Injury Insurance Scheme
Mark Harrison1

Abstract
The Productivity Commission report ‘Disability Care and Support’ recommends
tort liability be replaced by a compulsory, government-run, no-fault scheme. But
theory and evidence indicate moving to a no-fault scheme will increase the accident
rate. Even a move from non-risk-rated third-party insurance to non-risk-rated
first-party insurance reduces incentives for care. A no-fault scheme is not superior
to current policies; genuine reform will need to be informed by law and economics
literature.

Introduction
In its 2011 ‘Disability Care and Support’ report, the Productivity Commission
(PC) concludes that the current State-based disability support system is
‘underfunded, unfair, fragmented and inefficient’ (PC 2011a: 2). It recommended
replacing the State-based schemes with a National Disability Insurance Scheme
(NDIS). Both political parties supported legislation to establish the scheme and a
0.5 percentage point increase in the Medicare levy to help fund it.
With all attention focused on multi-billion-dollar increases in spending on
disability support, far less scrutiny was afforded the other recommendation in
the Productivity Commission’s report:
State and territory governments should create insurance schemes that
would provide fully-funded care and support for all catastrophic injuries
on a no-fault basis, and that would collectively constitute a National
Injury Insurance Scheme (NIIS).
The NIIS would include all medical treatment, rehabilitation, home and
vehicle modifications and care costs, and cover catastrophic injuries from
motor vehicle, medical (excluding cases of cerebral palsy associated with
pregnancy or birth, which would be covered by the NDIS), criminal
1
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and general accidents. Common law rights to sue for long-term care and
support should be removed, though access to damages for pecuniary
and economic loss, and general damages would remain. (PC 2011b: 88,
Recommendation 18.1)
The Productivity Commission recommended that all states create no-fault motor
accident insurance schemes by 2013, other forms of catastrophic injury be
covered by 2015, and an inquiry be held in 2020 to examine widening coverage
to damage for pecuniary and economic and to some non-catastrophic injuries
(PC 2011b: 90, Recommendations 18.6, 18.7).
The PC estimates the NIIS would have cost an extra $830 million a year in 2011—
to be raised from increasing compulsory third-party insurance premiums for
motor vehicles, medical indemnity premiums, surcharges on rail passengers,
levies on boats, increased municipal rates and from general revenue (PC 2010b:
907, 913).

The National Injury Insurance Scheme:
A ‘no evidence’ based policy
For a policy initiative to be worthy of the name ‘reform’ we must have
some confidence, based on established theory or evidence, that it is
likely to yield a net benefit to the community over time (Banks 2012:
107).2
There are over 20 000 people with a ‘catastrophic-level’ injury in Australia,
with up to a thousand being injured each year. Around half of all catastrophic
injuries are the result of motor vehicle accidents, eight per cent are work
related, 11 per cent arise from medical incidents, with the remaining 32 per cent
are classed as general injuries, typically associated with sport and recreation
activities, criminal assault and catastrophic falls (PC 2011b: 793).
Currently the Northern Territory, NSW, Victoria and Tasmania have no-fault
insurance schemes for motor vehicle accidents, the other states have fault-based
tort law liability, where an accident victim can only claim from a negligent
injurer, who usually carries compulsory third-party insurance (PC 2011b: 790).
The PC’s NIIS proposal involves major changes for all. Except for the Northern
Territory (which abolished common law rights to sue for transport accidents),
the current no-fault schemes are ‘add-ons’, with limited no-fault benefits. They
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preserve the right to sue for damages under tort law and apply only to motor
vehicle accidents. Some require a threshold level of damage to sue under common
law; others do not restrict access to tort actions (Luntz et al. 2009: 53–6).
Ironically, it falls to mainly Coalition state governments to implement this longstanding Labor Party policy. In 1973, the Whitlam Government appointed the
architect of New Zealand’s no-fault accident scheme, Sir Owen Woodhouse, to
chair a Committee of Inquiry into a National Rehabilitation and Compensation
Scheme for Personal Injury in Australia. It duly recommended a similar scheme
for Australia, and the Whitlam Government put legislation to Parliament in
1974 to implement a national no-fault scheme. It did not pass the Senate amidst
doubts whether the Commonwealth had power to abolish State tort rights.
All Australian States rejected the Woodhouse Committee’s recommendation
that common law actions be abolished. Whitlam later introduced a redraft as
a private member’s bill in February 1977 whilst Leader of the Opposition, but
it was not successful. A national no-fault compensation scheme was part of the
Labor Party’s 1983 election platform (Drabsch 2005: 20–3).
The States have agreed to introduce no-fault lifetime care and support for
people who are catastrophically injured in motor vehicle accidents prior to
the commencement of the NDIS launch (COAG undated: 18). NSW and South
Australia have announced plans to convert their compulsory third-party car
insurance arrangements, where drivers must insure against the risk of being
held legally liable to another (the ‘third party’), into compulsory first-party nofault schemes, where the policy holder (the first party) is insured against the
risk of suffering loss.

The lessons of the law and economics literature
No small factor in the acceptance of both the NDIS and NIIS was the imprimatur
of the widely respected PC. What has gone completely unremarked is the quality
of the policy analysis in the PC’s report.
The PC claims that ‘in the presence of insurance, especially with little focus on
risk-rating for some causes of injury, the common law does not provide incentives
for prudent behaviour by motorists and other parties’ (PC 2011b: 789); and that
no-fault insurance would ‘currently perform no worse at deterring excessively
risky behaviour, as despite the appearance of the common law, it is the insurer
that pays’ (ibid).
These statements ignore and contradict the vast theoretical and empirical law
and economics literature on the very issues examined in the Commission’s
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report: the effect of tort law and different liability arrangements, insurance,
litigation costs, settlement, regulation and criminal sanctions and no-fault
insurance schemes.
In the report’s 70-plus pages of references there are only three law and economics
articles, only one article with ‘no fault’ in the title (although that one is from
Agenda) and the PC does not refer to any of the top law and economics journals,
law and economics textbooks, empirical or theoretical law and economics survey
articles (such as in the New Palgrave Dictionary of Economics and the Law, The
Handbook of Law and Economics, or the Encyclopedia of Law and Economics —
where the article on no-fault insurance is written by an Australian, McEwin
2000), or any of the pioneers of law and economics, such as Calabresi, Posner or
Shavell or their classic and still fundamental books on accidents such as Shavell
(1987), Landes and Posner (1987), or Calabresi (1968). Some of these were cited
in PC (2004) and some are in the PC’s own library.
The PC criticises how the current fault-based system compensates accident
victims: with poor coverage (it covers only a small sub-set of losses: where there
is a negligent party to sue) and high legal costs. It also denounces lump-sum
payments, uncertain court outcomes, delays and settlement procedures.
The law and economics approach takes the objective of the legal system regarding
accidents to be the minimisation of their total social costs: the costs of prevention,
the costs of injuries that nonetheless occur, the costs of administration (such as
litigation costs) and the costs of risk bearing. The law and economics approach
agrees that insurance is much better than the liability system as a means of
compensating risk-averse victims against loss, but emphasises the effect of the
liability system on incentives to reduce risk through the deterrence of harm. It
is true that tort law is a costly and incomplete form of compensation, but the
litigation costs may be worth bearing if they cause enough efficient deterrence.
The issue is which system is socially most efficient given overall costs and
benefits, which include administrative and legal costs.
Third-party insurance indemnifies vehicle owners and drivers who are legally
liable for personal injury caused to any other party in the event of a motor
vehicle accident. The PC claims that compulsory third-party insurance removes
any incentives for care, so that replacing the current system with no-fault
insurance would not increase accidents.
But the PC ignores here a fundamental contribution of the law and economics
literature: the idea of bilateral care or joint causation. The chance of an accident
depends on the actions of both the injurer and victim. How common-law tort
liability solves the bilateral care problem is one of the intellectual achievements
of law and economics (see Shavell 1987; Landes and Posner 1987). The incentive
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not to be found negligent and avoid liability gives the injurer an incentive to
meet the court-determined standard of due care. If the injurer takes due care,
the accident costs are borne by the victim, who then has the incentive to take
an efficient level of care.
It is true that if premiums cannot be adjusted in response to care taken, then
third-party insurance will reduce the insured’s care, the so-called moral hazard
problem. But tort law still affects the victim’s incentive. If the injurer is negligent,
the victim may claim compensation from the insurer of the owner/driver of
the ‘at-fault’ vehicle. But if the victim is also at fault, the compensation may
be reduced under contributory negligence. The victim’s damages are reduced
according to the claimant’s share of the responsibility for the accident (what
economists call ‘comparative negligence’) (Luntz et al. 2009: 322). This provides
an incentive for the victim to meet the standard of due care set by the courts, in
order to preserve his right to damages.
In his devastating critique of the same arguments for abolishing negligence law
from the New South Wales Law Reform Commission, Swan (1984) writes:
…even if the defendant in negligence actions is taken care of by the
insurer so that both negligent and non-negligent drivers still pay the same
third-party premiums, this still leaves the would-be plaintiff and victim
who is denied compensation if shown to be negligent. It is surprising
the Commission should believe that with potentially tens of thousands if
not close to a million dollars at stake in some cases, that negligence laws
have no deterrent effect. By comparison fines and penalties for drunkdriving, disobeying road laws, etc., are generally small in comparison
even if a conviction can be obtained. In fact the very severity of the
penalties for negligent behaviour under the fault laws often gives rise
to claims that ‘no-fault’ should be introduced because fault laws are
too harsh. Advocates of ‘no-fault’ cannot have their cake and eat it too.
Either the fault system does not deter or has penalties which are too
severe but not both (Swan 1984: 100).
Victims’ care is particularly important in motor vehicle accidents, where a
substantial portion of accidents involve motor vehicles crashing into each other.
In 2010, multi-vehicle crashes were 42 per cent of Australian fatal road traffic
accidents (ABS 2013: 4). Drivers cannot be sure in advance whether they will
be an injurer or a victim. Even with compulsory third-party insurance, tort law
gives drivers an incentive to be careful in their role as victims.
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In summary, no-fault insurance would reduce the victim’s incentive for
care. Under a no-fault scheme, drivers are guaranteed compensation even if
unlicensed, speeding and blind drunk — and are treated the same as people
they crash into.
No-fault insurance will, therefore, increase the number and cost of accidents. The
amount depends on the importance of victim’s care and its response to changes
in incentives. Exactly how much deterrence tort law provides is ultimately an
empirical question.
The PC proposes extending no-fault insurance to cover all general accidents.
Many would not currently involve third-party insurance, so compulsory firstparty insurance will reduce incentives for injurer and victim care. For example,
self-inflicted accidents would be covered — such as falling off ladders or singlevehicle accidents — which accounted for 44 per cent of fatal road traffic accidents
in Australia in 2010 (ABS 2013: 4). When no other person contributes to, or is
involved in, the accident, the costs of these accidents tend to be internalised
and efficient levels of accident prevention adopted (the victim and injurer are
the same person). Moreover, people can choose to take out first-party insurance
and internalise the resulting moral hazard costs. Introducing compulsory nofault insurance for general accidents, financed through municipal rates, will
externalise costs to taxpayers, reducing the incentives for care. Again, the
extent to which accidents increase is an empirical matter.
A further law and economics insight that the PC ignores is the incentive legal
and insurance arrangements give for excessive activity levels. Only observable
precautions can be made part of the court’s standard of due care, and the
prospect of being found negligent does not encourage parties to take costjustified precautions that the court cannot observe. The activity level is the
extent of participation in the activity that is the source of the accident, such
as kilometres driven. Usually courts do not include the activity level in the
required standard of care, because they cannot observe it or judge whether it
is excessive. The court can judge whether the driver was negligent in how he
drove but not whether he was negligent in how much he drove — whether his
marginal trip was worth taking, given the expected accident costs it produced.
Expected accident losses depend not only on the care exercised by each party
but also on each party’s activity level. For example, the number of car accidents
depends on how many kilometres are driven.
Under a negligence rule, drivers drive too much, since having taken the efficient
level of precaution they are no longer liable for damages. Injurers do not bear
the full social costs of their activity, but impose an external cost on accident
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victims, who bear their accident costs. Injurers only consider their net benefits
from extra participation in the activity but not the increase in expected victim
accident costs, resulting in excessive activity levels.
Under compulsory third-party insurance, accident costs are externalised onto
the insurance company. But the premium charged to drivers will reflect this cost
— internalising this cost for the participation decision (whether to drive at all),
which may deter some from becoming drivers (such as young high-risk drivers).
But as insurance premiums are some fixed annual amount and do not vary with
kilometres driven, if the driver chooses to participate, then there is still an
incentive for excessive activity levels (that is, to drive too many kilometres),
with accident costs externalised across premiums for all drivers. If damages
under-compensate accident victims, then they bear some of the external cost
as well.
The per-kilometre accident externality is significant. Connelly and Supangan
(2006) estimated the total costs of road traffic crashes in Australia as $17 billion
in 2003, equivalent to 2.3 per cent of that year’s GDP (Clarke and Prentice 2009:
54). Motor vehicles in Australia travelled an estimated 201 497 million kilometres
in the 12 months ended 31 October 2003 (ABS 2003), so accident costs averaged
around 8.4 cents per vehicle kilometre. More than half these costs are external
(single-vehicle accidents are less than half of accidents, and all the costs borne
by victims of other accidents are external).
No-fault insurance exacerbates the activity level externality. It increases the
accident externality per kilometre through reducing care and covers a greater
portion of victim accident costs (externalising more accident costs). The PC
does not consider this externality or policies to combat it, such as per-kilometre
insurance premiums.
The extent to which replacing the negligence rule with no-fault insurance will
increase accident costs through reducing care and increasing activity levels is
an empirical issue. The PC asserts: ‘Nor is there evidence that the common law
right to sue for compensation for care costs increases incentives for prudent
behaviour by drivers, doctors and other parties’ (PC 2011b: 43).
As Swan (1984: 100) points out:
Typically with statements like these denying the efficacy of the tort
system there is a certain shyness towards coming to grips with the
evidence. Perhaps the feeling is that it is better to allow an assertion to
stand unadorned with supporting evidence when there is little or none
available and to conveniently not be aware of statistical and econometric
evidence which may reach different conclusions.
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The claim that there is no evidence that the right to sue for compensation
creates incentives for prudent behaviour is simply false, as Googling the words
‘empirical evidence no-fault insurance’ reveals. Adding the word ‘Australia’ to
your search leads you to studies on the effect of the various State-level nofault insurance schemes. The only evidence the PC cites (PC 2011b: 837–8) for
its conclusion is a statement from Cane (2007: 55–6, 69), a distinguished law
professor:
There is a significant body of empirical research about the deterrent
efficacy of the tort system, which can perhaps be summarised by saying
that tort law has more deterrent effect in some contexts than others, but
in no context does it deter as effectively as economic theory of tort law
would suggest. … the conclusion that tort law is not worth what it costs
is an attractive one.
Cane (2007) in turn cites one reference to support his statement, Schwartz
(1994), which surveys the empirical literature on tort. Schwartz (1994: 443) does
state that tort law is not ‘as effective as economic models suggest’ (whatever
that means) but he recognises that tort law covers different fields, with different
characteristics, and there is no reason why deterrence should be the same across
all of them. He surveys four fields: workers’ injuries, motorist liability (including
no-fault schemes), medical malpractice and products liability. He concludes (pp.
379, 444):
…tort law provides a significant amount of deterrence … the Article
considers how much deterrence tort law needs to achieve if the tort
system is to provide deterrence benefits that justify its various costs. The
Article here develops findings about the medical malpractice system and
the auto liability system that are tentatively favorable. Even conceding
their tentativeness, these findings highlight the public policy value that
can flow from even the moderate amount of deterrence that the tort
system can provide. … sector-by-sector, tort law provides something
significant by way of deterrence.
Yet the PC and Cane cite it in support of precisely the opposite conclusion.
The Schwartz conclusion is supported by a vast empirical literature on medical
malpractice and no-fault motor vehicle insurance, including studies by
economists McEwin (1989) and Swan (1984) of the Australian experience with
no-fault schemes, which the PC simply ignores.
The other surveys of the empirical evidence come to the same conclusion as
Schwartz. For example, Dewees et al. (1996: v) note:
Following this review of the evidence, we conclude that the deterrent
properties of the tort system seem strongest for auto accidents and
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weakest for environmentally related accidents. The incentive effects
of the system are mixed in the case of medical and product-related
accidents, making net welfare judgments problematic; in the case of
workplace accidents, workers’ compensation levies appear to have
stronger deterrent effects than the tort system did have or might have if
it were resurrected in this context.
Other surveys include van Velthoven (2009), Sloan and Chepke (2007) and Liao
and White (2002). The surveys summarise dozens of studies on the effects of
medical malpractice liability and no-fault insurance.

The lessons of experience
The studies of no-fault insurance usually examine the effect of a shift to no-fault
insurance on motor vehicle accident deaths, despite many no-fault schemes
leaving tort liability intact in death cases. The justification is the probabilistic
nature of accidents — less care means more accidents and some fraction will be
fatal (Posner 2011: 258).
The results differ greatly — some finding shifting to no-fault in various states
in the U.S. had no effect, others finding a 15 per cent increase in deaths. That
is to be expected, as the switch to no-fault involves changes in liability rules
and in insurance arrangements. The effect of introducing no-fault insurance
depends on the system before it was introduced (such as liability insurance
arrangements) and the details of the scheme introduced. For example, many
schemes (as in NSW and Victoria) retain large elements of tort law and provide
relatively modest no-liability benefits. For example, many no-fault schemes
exclude damages for pain and suffering, and so under-compensate victims
(which increases victim care costs).
The most relevant studies for the NIIS proposal examine the effects of a shift
to a pure no-fault scheme that abolishes tort liability, as in New Zealand or for
motor vehicles in Quebec and the Northern Territory. Swan (1984) and McEwin
(1989) present empirical evidence on the switch to no-fault in New Zealand
and the Northern Territory, compared to other states of Australia, and find it
to be associated with a substantial increase of 16 to 20 per cent in the number
of road fatalities. In Quebec, fatalities increased between 3 and 9 per cent (see,
for example, van Velthoven 2009: 475; and Dewees et al. 1996: 25). Hause (1995)
finds little initial effect of the NZ scheme on overall fatality rates, but a modest
long-run trend effect in increasing fatal accident rates over what they otherwise
would have been.
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Clearly there is a trade-off that the PC ignores. No-fault insurance may
compensate victims better, but is likely to increase accident costs. It is a difficult
policy issue — what are the equity effects of helping those with catastrophic
injuries, but creating more people in those circumstances? It doesn’t help to
assume the trade-off doesn’t exist.
Further, the trade-off may vary across different types of activities. For example,
in many medical accidents, victim’s care is not particularly important (although
patients need to take their medicine). But it clearly is in work accidents and
product liability. On the other hand, protecting their reputation gives doctors an
incentive to avoid being found negligent. Many people think that the avoidance
of negligence results in too much medical practice conducted not to ensure the
health of the patient, but to safeguard against malpractice liability.
The PC reviews existing arrangements and the mechanics of bringing the
different activities under a NIIS, but does not provide separate justifications
for moving to no-fault for medical accidents, motor vehicle accidents, criminal
injuries and household accidents. There is no analysis of the trade-off in each
case because the PC assumes there is no trade-off.
Moreover, the PC doesn’t seem to realise that motor vehicle accidents, involving
accidents between strangers who cannot negotiate beforehand, is a different
case from medical malpractice and workers’ compensation, with different
theoretical and empirical literatures. In medical and workplace settings, the
parties voluntarily enter a contractual relationship, can negotiate beforehand
and there is a market price that can adjust in response to different liability and
insurance arrangements. Liability rules have less effect. Well-conceived liability
rules might differ as between categories such as motor vehicle accidents,
workplace accidents, medical malpractice and product liability.
Further, the PC pushes for a national scheme on the basis that ‘there is little
rationale for the striking differences between the states’ (PC 2010b: 789). But
once it is realised the optimal scheme involves trade-offs, and these trade-offs
differ between states, then there is no reason why the same policy is best for
all states. For example, the PC draw attention to the ‘complex challenge’ of the
extremely high serious-injury accident rate in the Northern Territory, which it
puts down to ‘the special circumstances of the Northern Territory’ (PC 2010b:
908). Either the Northern Territory’s high accident rate is because it is the
only state to have abolished tort law rights for motor accident victims (the PC’s
preferred scheme) or because it is different from other states. The trade-offs
relevant for accident policy depend on the number and severity of accidents
and how they respond to changes. The best policy for a high-accident state
could be a no-fault scheme (because of greater administrative cost savings and
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there may not be much effect on care for whatever reason). It is not surprising
that the Northern Territory has a different policy from the rest of Australia —
and not necessarily desirable that the rest of Australia adopt that policy.

The way of genuine reform
The PC recommends tort liability be replaced a compulsory, government-run,
no-fault scheme (PC 2010: 848–9); it does not consider other possible reforms.
The fault-based system is combined with a highly regulated insurance market.
Rather than considering the best way to reform the current insurance market
and legal regime, the PC simply recommends abolishing both. But good policy
analysis would examine the liability system, insurance arrangements and their
interaction, diagnose the accident system’s faults and identify the best way to
improve matters. For example, would reform of tort law be a better option?
A per-kilometre tax? Strict liability? Why isn’t a mixed approach of no-fault
and fault-based liability, where victims are allowed to opt out and sue injurers
under the tort system if their losses exceed a threshold (as in NSW, Victoria and
Tasmania), a better approach? It is identical to the pure tort rule if the threshold
is zero and identical to the pure no-fault rule if the threshold is infinite. Liao
and White (2002) find that whether a pure tort, pure no-fault or a mixed system
is best depends on factors like the court error rate, but they abstract from
insurance market interactions.
Even if it is agreed that a pure no-fault insurance is superior to fault-based
liability, where is the analysis establishing the case for compulsion and
government monopoly in insurance provision? For example, private insurance
markets may not exist because, once insured, people no longer take care and
this moral hazard makes premiums too expensive. A government scheme faces
the same moral hazard problems, and would be inefficient to introduce. Why
do so few people take out first-party insurance for accidents? Is making it
compulsory really the best response? Should we have a government monopoly
on its provision? Should we have risk-rating? Per-kilometre premiums?3
The PC recommends including household accidents and criminal compensation,
to be funded out of local rate increases. There is no analysis of the likely effects
on accidents, interactions with current insurance markets, why private markets

3 One advantage of a federal system is the ability of states to experiment with different policies — which
could then be adopted by other states if successful. The PC does not draw any lessons from the different
insurance and compensation arrangements in the states. It does not conduct, or refer to, any empirical work
on the costs and benefits of the different insurance arrangements (such as the different types of no-fault
schemes).
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have failed and this is the best response, or how current criminal compensation
schemes (all states have one) have worked and why expanding them is
appropriate.
Government-run insurance schemes are very different from private insurance
arrangements. Private companies attempt to deal with the moral hazard effect
of insurance through partial insurance coverage (through deductibles or coinsurance), experience-rating (such as raising future premiums if there is
a claim on the policy through the use of no-claim bonuses) and risk-rating:
charging different prices to people with different risks (for example, discounts
for those with car alarms), which sends a price signal to people engaging in risky
behaviour. They may make a reduction in risk a precondition for issuing an
insurance policy. Because of political incentives, providers of compulsory thirdparty insurance are often regulated to prevent them from taking these measures
to control moral hazard. Government monopolies simply charge a uniform
premium, or cover costs through taxes and levies. Charging the same premium
to groups of people with different risks means the safer groups subsidise the
more dangerous groups. More high-risk people participate in the activity when
they face higher premiums, increasing overall risk and average premiums.
The PC agrees risk-rating has not been politically acceptable in compulsory
third-party insurance, and argues it could be undertaken in a no-fault scheme,
though it stops short of recommending it (PC 2010b: 833–6). Clearly a government
agency has less incentive to reduce risk and discourage risky behaviour, because
those risks are covered by others. The agency’s political support comes from
helping, not criticising. (Sowell 2004: 136). Government agencies seldom have
enough assets to cover liabilities, but rely on pay-as-you-go — making current
payments out of general revenue. As taxes distort decisions, financing insurance
payouts with taxes incurs an additional excess burden. In contrast with a market
system of insurance, cross-subsidies (including from future generations) are not
competed away.
State-run insurance schemes are prone to excessive use, poor control of claims,
inattention to rehabilitation and expansion of their scope. Accident victims face
ever-changing rules on benefits and eligibility — they have no policy contract
on which they can rely (Kerr 1996: 6). The New Zealand Business Roundtable
(NZBR 1998: 145) points out:
State control of accident insurance in New Zealand does not appear to have
induced state agencies to produce meaningful measures for monitoring
the Corporation’s performance with respect to the accident prevention
objective, nor to assess the performance of New Zealand’s no-liability
arrangement or its occupational health and safety regulations. Instead,
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heroically massaged figures are used in a departmental publication to
make a case for greater government expenditure and regulatory effort,
rather than to evaluate the efficacy of existing programmes.
By establishing a government monopoly, the PC entrenches these distortions
of the insurance market, rather than recommending reforms to improve its
operation.
Theory and evidence suggest that moving to a no-fault scheme will increase the
accident rate. Even a move from non-risk-rated third-party insurance to nonrisk-rated first-party insurance reduces incentives for care. A no-fault scheme
is not a costless panacea evidently superior to current policies. Policy analysis
is about weighing up the costs and benefits of various imperfect options and
institutional arrangements. That is complex and requires a theoretical framework
— which law and economics provides.
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Universities as Royal Courts: A Fable1
Paul De Frijters2
One of the stranger beasts to emerge from education reform in recent decades
has been the Australian University. Though there are still about 38 of them
left in the wild, they are nevertheless endangered. Indeed, their survival is
threatened by self-harm — which can extend as far as their taking the axe to
perfectly healthy faculties and schools within their domain.3
What are we to think about these social organisms? Do they operate like a
business, where the threat of bankruptcy and competition keeps the hierarchy
in check and determines their wages? Or are they ministries, answerable to
politicians? The truth is, alas, that Australian universities resemble neither firms
nor ministries. In fact, they operate more like the old royal courts of Europe,
Asia and Africa.
Like its counterparts of old, the Australian university has a king. Although these
kings have far more power than their North American and European kinsmen,
they spend most of their time securing their power-base and the compliance
of their liegemen, and so have little time to really understand what most of the
underlings are doing. To save himself this trouble, he surrounds himself with a
court of high-level administrators whose role it is to vie for access to the royal
presence and whisper in his ear the things he wants to hear, always with a view
to strengthening their own positions within the realm.
The king and his earls and counts receive petitioners from the outer reaches
of the realm where production takes place. These petitioners usually come to
beg for a share of the kingdom’s resources: administrators seeking finance to
subsidise their latest ventures; academics petitioning for positions; and students
seeking help in their fights with other students and academics. The regal
council has the power to pass judgement on these minor squabbles, granting
or withholding favours in a manner that keeps everyone hopeful and in line
without bankrupting the court.
The economy of the royal domains is quite intricate: on the one hand, the money
stream on which the court floats comes from local student numbers determined
1 Editor’s note: Agenda welcomes submissions expressing positions on the state of Australian universities.
2 University of Queensland; p.frijters@uq.edu.au
3 Recent examples include the axing of the Arts Faculty at QUT, whose underlying budget at the time was
in the black, and where its many students were transferred to other faculties with otherwise low numbers; or
the move of the school of Economics at the University of Sydney from the Business Faculty to the Arts Faculty.
Both happened against the express wishes of the schools, faculties, and general academic opinion.
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by the broader imperial bureaucracies, within which each of the constituent
educational mini-kingdoms sits. However, so parsimonious have the imperial
bureaucracies become that the kingdom is increasingly dependent on another
source of income — that produced by a rising tide of international students
who come to learn English and perhaps procure a visa that will give them future
access to the realm’s riches. The fees to be paid for this privilege are high and to
ensure the continued flow of these funds, ambassadors are sent to foreign lands
to establish ties with other courts, to their mutual benefit.
Nevertheless, the Courts of Academe must also ensure that they remain on
good terms with the domestic bureaucracies that are directly responsible for
the money flows — the departments deciding on HECS places, accreditation,
research funds, and special state interests such as Defence or Agriculture from
which there is potential money to be had. This is an intricate and delicate game
that entails singing a recurring refrain of being ‘starved for cash’ while, at the
same time, having pretensions to be ‘world beating’.
In addition to their principal sources of income, the courts need to keep an eye
on the general levies imposed on all activities within the realm. Anyone making
any money in the realm is taxed to give the king his due. Many of these moneygenerating activities, though, are hidden, so the king finds himself in a murky
legal area having to grapple with the arcana of patent laws, intellectual property
rights, definitions of ‘consultancy’ and other legally pliable distinctions between
university and residential property. The king is forever having to deal with
troublesome academics who hide their ‘IP’ from him, property developers who
want to build something in the realm (and with whom deals can be made),
internal accountants who ensure that the individual territories (known as
‘faculties’) pay their dues, and lawyers brought in to protect him from outside
forces.
A recurring characteristic of this royal court system is the self-serving behaviour
of all its nobility. The various dukes, earls and barons forever endeavour to pay
less to the king than is due from their individual fiefdoms, abusing the loopholes
that the central tax-gatherers have left open. They also try to pinch business
from each other by advertising their wares amongst commoners (‘students’) in a
bid to lure them to their particular faculties.
Not surprisingly, perhaps, the central court bureaucracy is a similarly peculiar
creature. It comprises men (and the occasional woman) of ambition, who build
their own little empires using the argument that activities are best organised
centrally because of the famed (though infrequently sighted) ‘synergies’ and
‘network externalities’ that can be brought to bear by doing so. They preside
over burgeoning bureaucracies that vie with the other bureaucracies for roles
and resources, the golden rule of their employment being to shore up their own
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interests while promoting the ambitions of their masters.4 The time-honoured
and celebrated ‘suck up, kick down’ principle is innate in the culture of the
royal courts.
Another noteworthy aspect of these royal courts is their penchant for luxury
items and pageantry. This love of pageantry is evident even in the outer halls,
where attractive secretaries ensure that all visitors have to wait before their
arrival is announced with the fanfare that is due their rank. The royalty enjoys
huge personal working and reception rooms with their expensive paintings;
executive yachts; CEO retreats and other displays of wealth. These visible
ornaments to their prestige are boosted by the celebrated academics they are
able to attract to the realm and are another principal means by which kings
try to out-do each other. The celebrity professors can be a bit noisy and selfcentred, but their employers have learned that this is the nature of this particular
ornament and that there are enough of them in the world to ensure that the
more irksome specimens can be replaced easily enough.5
Now and then, of course, the king must be seen by his subjects and allow for
grievances (though none pertaining to his royal person) to be brought before
him. To this end, he occasionally travels to the outer reaches of the realm,
delivering lofty speeches and inviting selected academics to ask him anodyne
questions of no significance, and ignoring the occasional outcry of disgruntled
subjects. The pinnacle of such events is ‘the strategic retreat’, a once-a-year
event in which the top 200 bureaucrats and academics are invited to come
and pay their respects to the king in a series of private audiences wherein due
deference can be shown and favours can be asked.
What is not commonly understood about these royal courts, particularly by
those outside the palace gates, is that the royal court itself is a snake-pit —
where the barons eye and vie with each other for the top spots, particularly the
throne itself. The king and his closest advisors are thus forever watching their
backs for ambitious court members seeking to unseat them through adverse
media coverage or accusations of wrongdoing. Paranoia is never too far beneath
the highly polished surfaced: potentially, these confidantes and close advisors
present the greatest threat to the throne and he must always keep an eye open
for any sign of disloyalty, treachery or overweening ambition.

4 On the basis of telephone books and time-use surveys, I have calculated that around 70 per cent of the
resources in the tertiary education sector went to intermediary activities, rather than teaching and research
(Frijters 2011). The ratio of administrators to academics in the phonebook amongst Australian universities is
around 2:1, higher than the numbers produced by universities themselves (which is 1.3:1).
5 The displays of conspicuous consumption and conspicuous leisure at these universities are perfectly in
line with the arguments of Veblen (1899). The use of personal adornments amongst these royals, such as
expensive suits or ‘honorary’ academic titles is discussed at http://economics.com.au/?p=9696
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Another imperative not commonly understood is the need of the king to keep
everyone — knights, earls, and commoners alike — busy by focusing on projects
and ‘strategic visions’. There must be an infinite succession of visions and plans
that involve as many of the potential lower-order troublemakers (academics
and top bureaucrats) as possible. Assurance of learning programs, research
excellence drives, teaching evaluations, equity programs and the like are all
designed to engage the underlings in activities that reinforce loyalty. They give
the royal bureaucracy a common goal and a common enemy as they measure and
bully the truly independent potential troublemakers: the academics.
What is not widely understood, either, is that the potential troublemakers lower
down — academics — are generally harmless creatures, quite oblivious to what
is going on around them. For the most part, they keep their noses out of the
big fights, concentrating instead on their own little battles with their peers,
scrapping for scarce resources. They find pride and self-esteem in their lecturing
and their latest research programs, forever congratulating themselves on their
achievements and manoeuvrings. As long as they don’t truly challenge royalty,
they are tolerated. Occasionally, when some of the more politically savvy (or
greedy) present a problem to the court, they can always be assimilated into the
ranks of the royals.
What is commonly understood, though, is that royal courts grab as many
resources as they can. The university senates, which are nominally sovereign,
comprise people closely aligned to the court, and invariably include no more
than one academic.6 The royal stipends (a system of huge salaries and bonuses)
are similarly organised as an agreement between the constituent members of the
royal court: the one thing they can invariably agree on is how deserving they
are of the court’s largesse. One upshot is that kings (and their accommodating
bureaucratic underlings) are rewarded with immense salaries.7
The main danger that the royals face, apart from each other, is the outside
media. Since the royal realms are not self-sufficient and exist by the grace of the
imperial bureaucracies, it is in their best interests to ensure that the imperial
bureaucracy is not alerted to any problems within the realm. Thus, the king
and nobles are devoted to the maintenance of good relations towards the outside

6 The historical trajectory leading to this reality is nicely penned down by Milne (2001). Recent developments
are discussed by Williams (2012). Own calculations reveal that in 2011 only 14 per cent of the members of
university councils had a PhD.
7 Timothy Devinney calculated in May 2013 that the top leadership at Australian universities earn at least
double what their counterparts at comparable universities in the US and the UK receive; probably triple if one
includes bonuses and pensions. See http://clubtroppo.com.au/2013/05/15/timothy-devinney-on-overpaidvice-chancellors/
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world, particularly the media. There is therefore an extreme aversion to bad
press.8 To ensure that nothing untoward reaches the wrong ears, the university’s
public image is very tightly controlled.
What is true of the empire’s constituent kingdoms is also true of the empire.
The ultimate aim of all is to protect themselves from their rivals while seeking
to expand into the territories of others. To this end, there is a perennial stream
of initiatives to prevent losses and initiate expansion. The battleground
includes research assessment exercises, new laws on student loans, new rules
on delineations between disciplines, and new pots of money for particular
purposes (‘Research Priorities’). This squares the circle and means that in any
individual realm even the well-meaning realise they really do need a king to do
their bidding in these territorial disputes.
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Beveridge and the Brief Life of
‘Social Biology’ at the LSE
Jeremy Shearmur1

Introduction2
Sir William Beveridge, 1879–1963, was a distinguished figure in the history of
public policy. His 1942 report Social Insurance and Allied Services — widely
known as the Beveridge Report3 — played a key role in the development of the
British welfare state. He was earlier the Director (equivalent to a Vice Chancellor
of a British or Australian university) of the London School of Economics. This
role throws interesting light both on Beveridge himself, and on issues relating to
the financial support of academic research in Britain in the 1930s.
Beveridge was a strange man (for ample documentation of this, see Harris 1997).
At Oxford he studied Mathematics and then Classics, and also read a lot of
popular science — including the work of Thomas Henry Huxley, by whose
inductivist writings about scientific method he was greatly impressed, and
upon which he later lectured the staff at the LSE at every opportunity. He was
essentially self-educated in the social sciences, having strong practical interests
in the empirical investigation of issues to do with unemployment and social
security. He worked at Toynbee Hall — an Oxford University Settlement in
London’s East End — and as a leader-writer on the conservative Morning Post,
and also got to know, and was influenced by, Beatrice and Sydney Webb, who
had played a key role in the founding of the LSE. Beveridge had wide-ranging,
but somewhat inchoate, views on most issues, and was impatient with anyone
who disagreed with him. He subsequently worked in the public service, and
came increasingly under the domination of a cousin, Jessy Mair, who followed
him to the LSE, where she became Secretary of the School, and in effect a kind
of unofficial co-director.
1 The Australian National University, Jeremy.Shearmur@anu.edu.au
2 The present account is of necessity preliminary, in that it is based on research at the Rockefeller Foundation
Archive and printed sources. More research is called for, both at the Rockefeller Foundation Archive and in
the LSE Archive, which latter I have not been able to work at in connection with the present project. Since
writing a first draft of this paper, I have had the opportunity to consult two studies which give a good account
of the Department of Social Biology: Salma Preveen Ahmad’s ‘Institutions and the Growth of Knowledge’,
(University of Manchester Ph.D. thesis, 1987), and Chris Renwick’s Completing the Circle of the Social Sciences?
William Beveridge and Social Biology at London School of Economics during the 1930s, Philosophy of the Social
Sciences DOI: 10.1177/0048393113480782; XX(X) 1–19.
3 http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC2560775/
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Beveridge was an intelligent and capable man, but his concerns were out of
tune with what was actually going on in the social sciences at the LSE as they
developed. At one level he was effective as an administrator — he attracted
massive resources to the School. Yet his personal style was dictatorial, his
substantive views were idiosyncratic, and Mrs Mair — whom he was later to
marry — was a major influence; she was opinionated, and seems to have been
motivated largely on the basis of personal prejudices.4
Another key aspect of our story is the Rockefeller Foundation — or, more
precisely, with people connected with the Laura Spelman Rockefeller
Memorial. This had been set up — with a massive endowment — in 1918,
in commemoration of Rockefeller’s wife. It was initially concerned to provide
funding to various of the causes to which she had personally given support
— including African-American education. But there was a shift of policy on
the part of the Memorial under the Chairmanship (from 1922–29) of the young
and entrepreneurial Beardsley Ruml. It shifted its policy from the funding of
more obviously charitable activities, to the encouragement of the development
of centres for serious research in the social sciences. Here, it gave massive
assistance to a small number of Centres — of which one was the London School
of Economics. Beveridge had spent time at the Memorial as an International
Fellow, and had had many conversations with Ruml and other members of staff
(he was well-known to them as ‘Bill, the drink’ [as in ‘beverage’]).
Beveridge got on well with Ruml, and shared strong preferences with him for
atheoretical, empiricist work in the social sciences. Beveridge seems to have
almost re-discovered the younger Historical School’s agenda for himself —
proposing, at one point, to undertake a large empirical study of trade cycles,
and spending a lot of time on an empirical study of price fluctuations. His own
style of operating fitted well that of the Memorial, for it was un-bureaucratic,
entrepreneurial and willing to give large amounts of money for the needs of
a few selected research centres in the social sciences, with only a minimum of
accountability. (Things were to change dramatically when the Memorial was
wound up and, in its place, its programs were administered by the Social Sciences
division of the Rockefeller Foundation — hereinafter ‘Foundation’.)5 Under
the Memorial, funding was granted to the LSE for buildings, for improving
the Library, and for the promotion of research in the social sciences. In part,
4 See, for example, the Prologue to Harris’s Beveridge — which is striking in that it clearly aims to offer
something of a middle path between her son’s account and that of her critics, while having the consequence
of damning her completely.
5 Compare, for example, a memorandum from John van Sickle re the renewal of a grant to the LSE, Folder
596, 15 October 1932: ‘On the whole the LSRM grant has been used wisely. [Van Sickle goes on to note a
difference of interpretation as to what the grant should have been used for]...My task upon returning to
Europe will be to call upon Sir William and bring to his attention as tactfully as possible our views upon the
subject and to see to it that if the LSRM grant is renewed, the distinction between the purposes of the two
grants shall be [‘rigidly’] adhered to.’
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this was in line with what the LSE was already undertaking — including the
funding of a Chair in Economics (Memorial support was used to attract Allyn
Young to the LSE). But it also involved the development of a distinctive agenda,
which was put together by Beveridge.6

Beveridge, the Memorial and Social Biology
The idea of ‘social biology’ looks to have been thought up by Beveridge
himself — although there may well have been discussions with Ruml about
the idea. It formed part of a package for work which might be undertaken
with Memorial funding, in an area which was referred to as ‘Natural Bases
of Social Sciences’ (and more specifically of economics). Beveridge and Ruml
were in correspondence about these ideas between July 1925 and May 1926. In
December 1926, Beveridge wrote to Ruml, referring to work in anthropology,
geography, psychology and sociology, and also to ‘Social Biology’. In his letter,
Beveridge quoted from a Memorandum (Harris: 280) which had been drawn up
at the LSE. It might be useful to quote briefly from it, to give a flavour of the
document. It starts as follows:
The natural Bases of the Social Sciences
By the study of the ‘natural Bases of the Social Sciences’ is meant the
study of the borderland between various natural sciences, in particular
Anthropology, Biology, Psychology, Physiology on the one hand, and
the social sciences, in particular those concerned with Economics, with
Social Institutions and with Political Organisation on the other hand.
The study of this borderland involves familiarity with the territory on
each side. Theoretically this knowledge of both fields can be secured
in either of two ways. Men who have trained first in natural science
may proceed to study the appropriate social science, or vice versa
economists may make themselves familiar with the appropriate natural
science. The latter course has been followed in the teaching of Sociology
at the School of Economics. While continuing and even extending this
method, it is desired now to initiate and develop the former method as
well. If, however, the working of the borderland is to be undertaken
6 Beveridge represented this as something that was favoured by the Rockefeller Foundation. I have not
yet been able to discover if there is evidence about Ruml’s support for it; but there would seem no reason
to suppose that he was not sympathetic. However, from the takeover of the Memorial by the Rockefeller
Foundation onwards, it would seem as if no one outside the Department, apart from Beveridge and Mrs Mair,
favoured the idea that the LSE should house a department of Social Biology. Indeed, as I shall explain, the
Foundation became progressively more hostile, while Beveridge argued to the senior faculty at the LSE that it
was something in which the Rockefeller Foundation had a particular interest.
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increasingly by men whose original training is in natural science, it is
all the more important that their latter work should be carried on in
an institution predominantly devoted to the social sciences, against a
background of Economics, History, Political Science and Laws, and in
the light of the general study of Sociology. There must be no doubt of
their full equipment in social as well as in natural science.
The document includes more supporting detail concerning Social Biology.
Social Biology
This subject may be defined broadly as the application of Biology to
human Society; it would cover such topics as variation and heredity in
man, selective immunity, relative importance of environmental factors
in social structure and changes, questions of race and class in relation to
hereditary endowment, economic and biological tests of fitness. Many of
these topics have their psychological as well as their biological aspects,
as is indicated below in dealing with Social Psychology. Through Vital
Statistics ‘Social Biology’ would connect with ‘Public Health’, which is
also mentioned below [in material not quoted here].
The subject probably does not involve the setting up of a biological
laboratory, but does involve that the teachers in it have the run of such
a laboratory and that one at least of them is a trained biologist.
Ultimately a department of Social Biology would need a Chair with
subordinate staff and provision for research. In the first instance,
however, it is possible that no suitable candidate for a Chair would
present himself if it were established; there should be liberty to suspend
or not at once establish a Chair and to use the income set free for the
establishment of temporary Research Fellowships, for, say, two trained
biologists who would undertake to study Economics and Social Science,
to research into some specific topic on the borderline of Economics and
Biology and gradually to qualify for teaching.
On 29 December 1926, Beveridge wrote further to Ruml, asking for a capital sum
of $500 000 as an endowment to promote the study of ‘the natural bases of the
social sciences’, and other work referred to in his Memorandum. However, on the
same day, Beveridge wrote a further letter to Ruml in which he asked instead for
$200 000 for ‘international studies’. On 14 January 1927, Ruml wrote to Beveridge
indicating that the Trustees had agreed to grant the LSE: (i) $175 000 for the
library catalogue and building extension; (ii) $500 000 for general endowment,
and (iii) $200 000 for international studies.7 He further indicated:
7
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You will note that the capital sums for endowment herein provided
are designated for the general endowment of the School and that the
allocation of income is in the discretion of the School. The appropriations,
however, were made in view of the circumstances and plans outlined in
your letters and memoranda.
Two points are worth making immediately about this. The first, is that while the
proposal may have received endorsement from the LSE’s Professorial Council,
the ideas about ‘Social Biology’ were criticised by Leonard Hobhouse,8 who
complained that Sociology had not been consulted, and that he had been linking
sociology to biology for some 20 years (Harris: 280). Second, what Beveridge has
to say about social biology seems highly problematic, if thought of in terms of
the organisation of academic professions — and, thus, of the career structure of
someone who might pursue this approach.
At one level, it is surely the case that one might hope that there could be
interesting cross-fertilisation between disciplines. But the way in which
Beveridge puts his ideas suggests a complete naïveté concerning how academic
research and academic departments might usefully develop. A key issue, here,
is this. While the notion that the social sciences might benefit from knowledge
from biology is indeed interesting, Beveridge seems to me to have failed to think
about what this would mean in terms of ‘paradigms’ or ‘research programs’ or
in terms of institutional organisation. That is, if one had such a department,
what, in fact, would the people within it do, and where would they publish
their results: what colleagues would form their audience? Beveridge, as far as
I can see, failed to give any thought to this at all. But clearly his ideas, as set
out in the Memorandum and in other statements9 would pose a real difficulty.
For what person of any ability in biology would essentially abandon the area in
which they had been trained and, instead, re-tool in another discipline? And, if
they did, to what kind of work might their efforts be expected to lead?
It is striking that, in an undated memorandum that would seem to date from
some time during 1926,10 Beveridge had written:
In Social Biology there is no post. Special lectures on problems of
heredity have been given in recent years with marked success and meet
an obvious demand. In this field it is not desired of course to establish

8 Leonard Hobhouse was a proponent of ‘new liberalism’, and occupied the Chair of Sociology at the LSE
from 1907 until his death in 1929.
9 Such as the following from a letter to Ruml, 2 November 1927: ‘We have heard of a possible brilliant
biologist who might be prepared to become a research fellow and learn economics with a view to studying
sociological problems’ (Folder 595; Beveridge to Ruml, 2 November 1927).
10 Folder 596, undated ‘Memorandum as to some requirements of the London School of Economics’.
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a biological laboratory. What is wanted is to get a man of biological
training to learn Economics and then and only then to apply himself to
economic and social problems.
As we shall see, the outcome here was interesting — but also problematic.

The Department of Social Biology
The person hired as Professor of Social Biology was Lancelot Hogben (1895–
1975). Hogben was a brilliant if awkward man. His father had run a seaside
mission and Hogben was brought up with a formidable knowledge of the Bible,
but became sceptical about religious matters. His parents had hoped that he
would train to be a medical missionary but, in the event, he became a biologist.
He studied at Cambridge, where his social background contrasted strongly with
that of most of his contemporaries. He became an independent-minded socialist
— and very much an intellectual loner: while he associated professionally with
other socialist biologists of the period, such as Bernal and Haldane, who might
be thought to be close to him politically, he was highly critical of their espousal
of Soviet-style dialectical materialism (see for a most interesting discussion,
Werskey 1978). Hogben, by contrast, was a more orthodox materialist and a
behaviourist, and also a firm empiricist with regard to methodology.
His socialism was also unorthodox for the time, in the sense that he was critical
of modernist urbanism, and instead responded to the more romantic and rural
strand in British socialism represented by Ruskin and Morris. It was his hope
that the application of science might make it possible for people to lead pleasant
lives in a rural setting (he was as critical of the modernist apartment blocks of
the Vienna socialists as he was of the products of consumer society). But this, in
his view, all meant that ordinary people needed an appreciation of the science
and mathematics which was re-shaping their lives. To this end, he was to write
best-selling popular works on science and mathematics, and to collaborate with
a linguist and a historian on further volumes in the same series — the aim of
such work being explicitly political.
Hogben had married a feminist scholar, Enid Charles, and was involved in
various forms of social activism, as well as in the pursuit of his own career. This
took them to South Africa, but he found the ‘scientific racism’ that started to
become popular there difficult to take. Hogben had a sharp wit and tongue, and
was not someone to leave things unsaid which in his judgement needed to be
said. He was critical in print of such ideas, including the eugenic ideas which
were at the time popular among many ‘progressive’ people. At the same time,
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he also undertook extensive work in biology, including work which made use
of material from toads in order to produce a human pregnancy test. However,
things became increasingly difficult for him in South Africa.
Hogben was thus attracted to the Social Biology position at the LSE. But among
the conditions which he required were that his wife was also employed there,
and that he had a biological laboratory. This, and the presence in it of toads and
other small animals, was a point of controversy at the LSE. In part, this was
simply because of the very idea of having such a laboratory at the LSE and,
in part, because running it was expensive (and took a sizable portion of the
Rockefeller funding). Hogben also held a research-only position, so that, unlike
his colleagues, he was under no obligation to offer undergraduate teaching,
although in fact he gave lectures on popular science, which became the basis for
his Science for the Citizen (1938).
Hogben’s position at the LSE would have been difficult under any circumstances.
However, his problems were compounded by the fact that he was not good at
personal relations.11 In addition, he chose to pick a quarrel with the Department
of Economics, headed by Lionel Robbins. Hogben — here in full sympathy
with Beveridge — was aggressively in favour of empirical approaches in the
social sciences. Not only was the Department’s economics strongly theoretical
in its orientation, but Robbins was strongly attuned towards developments in
Europe and had an interest in the approach of the Austrian School. Robbins
was also the author of a volume on the scope and methods of political economy,
An Essay on the Nature and Significance of Economic Science (1935, 1940), in
which he favoured ideas drawn from the British and Austrian approaches which
were deductivist and, in certain respects, anti-empiricist in their orientation. Of
all of this, Hogben was critical and he was not someone to keep his criticisms
to himself. He delivered a lengthy public lecture — which was subsequently
published as a small book (Hogben 1936) — at the Red Lion Hall, not far from
the LSE, in which he was explicitly critical of the ideas of his colleagues.12 In
addition, when it became clear that the fate of his Department was uncertain,
he published a large book, Political Arithmetic, which put its work on show.
Hogben wrote, as an introduction, a long article in which he again took issue
with the methodological ideas of the LSE economists, drawing a parallel between
his critique of their work and figures in early modern science who had criticised
the obscurantism of their non-empiricist forebears. He was also thought to be
behind an attack on the LSE economists which was published as an editorial in
Nature.13
11 It is, for example, striking that he did not show the kind of deference towards Foundation staff that they
were obviously used to.
12 See my ‘The Battle of Houghton Street’, paper presented to the 2010 conference of the History of
Economic Thought Society of Australia.
13 RF RG 1.1 Series 401S Box 71, London School of Economics 1938; 25 February 1938, TBK to SHW.
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The work that was put on show in Political Arithmetic, however, was in fact
in demographics. (This contrasts, say, with issues raised in a report to the
Foundation of November 1933, where the emphasis was much more on biological
issues.)14 Enid Charles had been joined by other scholars who had undertaken
empirical studies which were certainly interesting. David Glass worked for
the Department as a Research Assistant, and went on to become a Reader and,
subsequently, Professor of Demography. Indeed, somewhat ironically, after the
Second World War, his department was to receive financial support from the
Rockefeller Foundation, and to have a significant role in the development of
both demography and sociology in the UK.

Problems with the Rockefeller Foundation
The Department of Social Biology had been one of the products of the Memorial’s
funding of the LSE. As mentioned earlier, in 1929 the Memorial was closed
down, and its activities were taken over by the Social Sciences branch of the
Foundation. There was continuity in respect of many personnel; but Ruml was
soon to leave. Further, the period of large-scale entrepreneurial activity was
over: one might see the Foundation as engaged in a much more bureaucratic
operation. Certainly the wide discretionary activity with regard to expenditure,
which Beveridge had initially been given, was no more: applications had to be
made for specific projects, and institutions were scrutinised to make sure that
they stuck much more closely to the terms for which their funding had been
awarded. (Beveridge, for example, was to run into some difficulties in respect
of a Foundation award. He had interpreted it, as in the past, as being simply to
provide support for the research of senior staff — such funding was, indeed,
about the only show in town — but the Foundation had understood it as
being primarily oriented towards the training of graduate students. Beveridge
was taken to task over this, although the officers of the Foundation were
understanding, and did not press him as hard as they felt about this matter.)
It was clear, however, that under the new regime, things started to look difficult
for Social Biology. While Ruml personally might well have been enthusiastic
about Beveridge’s ideas, this enthusiasm was not shared by the Foundation
officers, who could not really see what the LSE was doing spending a relatively
large amount of money on a biological laboratory. In addition, while Ruml
had been an entrepreneur himself, the approach of the Foundation was rather
different. They had a program of Fellowships of various kinds, and they used
the people who made recommendations to them of possible Fellows as more
14 See Folder 401S LSE October–December 1933; 14 November, report of work by Hogben (which also
discusses work undertaken by other members of his department).
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general sources of information (and they sometimes made use of the Fellows
themselves for similar purposes). Officers met with these people, were briefed
by them about the state of the different academic disciplines, and then circulated
synopses of the briefings in the social science section of the Foundation. This
meant that the officers of the Foundation were able to make judgements on
proposals, not just on the basis of their own views but on those of a range
of well-informed people whose opinions could be cross-checked with those of
others. Clearly, the result of this was that the Foundation’s judgements could
have a degree of objectivity to them of a sort which contrasted with those of the
Memorial (where the funding of the LSE and of Beveridge’s agenda has the feel
of a deal done by mates). But it would also mean that the basis of the judgements
was more that of an elite consensus and less open to entrepreneurial initiative.
This, however, was not half of the issue. For the Foundation, after a period of
what could be called ‘caretaking’ of the agenda that had been set for them by
the Memorial, took a decision, at the level of the Trustees, to change course in
quite a radical manner. Essentially, it abandoned the funding of research in the
social sciences, in favour of a program which was much more closely targeted
at what were seen to be the needs of the US in a period of depression, and in
effect shifted their activities to international affairs and to issues relating to
social security. (It is striking that there is a marked decline in the quality of the
material with which the Social Sciences people were dealing, and in the view
of the present writer, if one compares what was achieved by the Memorial and
subsequently by the Social Sciences division of the Foundation, it represented
a terrible misjudgement of what was academically important.) At the same time,
the Foundation recognised that a number of institutions depended upon their
support to a significant degree, and bridging funding was provided to assist
them wind down these programs or to find alternative sources of support. In
addition, the officers of the Foundation took considerable trouble to try to find
ways in which those with whom they had been working might still be able to
receive limited support under the new programs, and there was some continuing
funding for exceptional cases.
All this, however, meant that the writing was on the wall for the Department
of Social Biology. The advice that the Foundation were getting from outside the
LSE — for example, from Allen at University College, London — indicated that
while they had real respect for Hogben, there was little sympathy for the idea
that he should be conducting biological research at the LSE. An application that
Hogben made to the Foundation for funding was unsuccessful — which seems
to me not a judgement on the quality of his work, but a product of the fact that
the Foundation was winding down its support for work at the LSE and other
significant centres, and also that the Social Sciences section of the Foundation
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was (in the light of its own judgements, supported by feedback from Allen and
others) less open than the Memorial had been to the idea that there should be
funding of such things.
Beveridge was dogged in his support of the Department of Social Biology, and
tried to do everything he could to have it continue. But he was his own worst
enemy.
First, as indicated earlier, it seems to me that a major problem was that his
view of the program was itself intellectually incoherent. In saying this, I am not
wishing to criticise the idea that there can be fruitful work across disciplines;
my argument here is simply that Beveridge’s approach was not the way to go.
Second, Beveridge seemed oddly unaware of what, in fact, the Department of
Social Biology was doing. He was very proud, and understandably so, of the
fact that Hogben was admitted to the Royal Society. But this clearly related
to his work, which was narrowly biological in its character and which thus
depended on access to facilities which the LSE could not continue to provide
once Rockefeller support dried up. But, in fact, this was only a small proportion
of what was going on in the Department. One of Hogben’s key activities was an
extended critique of eugenics. His department became perhaps the key centre
for the development of demography. While Hogben was not himself working in
demography,15 it is striking that Grebenik’s article on David Glass — an important
figure in the development of the academic study of demography in Britain
— emphasises the significance of Hogben’s influence upon him, and credits
Hogben with encouraging him to work on population problems.16 In addition,
the distinguished demographer R. R. Kuczynski joined the department; and the
work that was done in the department was in line with Hogben’s predilection for
empirical work — thus contrasting with the older, more theoretically-oriented
approaches to demography associated with Malthus and Herbert Spencer.
It was the work on demography which, on the face of it, should have been
the selling-point for the department; yet there is no sign that, until it was too
late, Beveridge had any idea of what was going on, and of its importance. A
problem, however, was that it is not clear that this work — important though
it was — could have really been made the basis for supporting a Department of
Social Biology as it had developed (that is, including Hogben’s laboratory and
activities in biological research). Hogben would seem to have been important as
head of department, and initially to have played an important role intellectually.
15 Although note the reference to Hogben’s ‘Introduction: Prolegomena to Political Arithmetic’, in Borrie.
16 ‘The development of his thinking was greatly influenced by his association with Lancelot Hogben,
who was professor of social biology at LSE, and his collaborators. From them he acquired an interest in the
relationship between social and biological problems and a conviction, which was to last throughout his life, of
the importance of quantitative research in the social sciences. Hogben encouraged him to work on population
problems and his work turned increasingly in that direction.’
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But clearly, he was not himself involved in demographic research, and obviously
required a biological laboratory for his own activities. Once his own application
for continued funding was turned down, he resigned and took up a position
in Aberdeen. However, in due course, when David Glass was running his own
department at the LSE, concerned with demographics and social research in the
early 1950s, it was able to attract Rockefeller Foundation support.

The twilight of the gods
Beveridge was not, however, someone who would readily take no for an answer,
and did what he could to retain the department.
It was clear to the officers of the Foundation from 1934 that things were not going
well for Beveridge at the LSE; and Kittredge, a Foundation officer, reported on ‘a
general feeling that he has not a sufficient personal command of the situation to
permit him always to make the wisest decisions’.17 Beveridge was also starting
to look for alternative employment opportunities. He was, however, strongly
supportive of the Department of Social Biology, which Kittredge noted was
planning to concentrate on issues of ‘genetic psychology and on the qualitative
aspects of population problems’.18 Kittredge added, ‘I think there is a case to be
made for maintaining the Department of Social Biology in the School’, but he
noted that ‘Hogben’s salary and part of the expenses of his department are paid at
present from [a] seven-year Foundation grant’ which would need to be renewed.
To this, however, Miss Walker, an RF officer, responded that ‘ultimately the
question of future support should come before the NS [natural sciences] rather
than the SS [social sciences], since the program is rather definitely classified
under experimental biology’.19 On 13 December 1934, Noel Frederick Hall, at
University College, offered an overview of various issues relating to the LSE,
which said, inter alia, that Hogben should go back to biology, and that he would
be readily hired elsewhere.
In 1935, the Foundation scaled down its research support for the LSE, with
allocations tapering off from $15 000 in 1935 to a final $3000 in 1939–40.20 When
an officer from the Foundation met with Beveridge, on 3 May 1935, Beveridge
was still defending the Department of Social Biology, along the following lines
(as summarised by the officer): ‘The argument is, in skeleton form, that the
social sciences must understand the biological organism which forms the unit
of society, and that, on the other hand, biology likewise needs contact with the
17
18
19
20

401S LSE 12 November 1934; Kittredge to Day.
401S LSE 27 November 1934; Kittredge to Miss Walker.
RF RG 1.1 Series 401S LSE, Box 71, December 1934; Walker to Kittridge.
RF RG 1.1 Series 401S Box 71, LSE 1935; Thompson to Beveridge, 24 April 1935.
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social sciences to help avoid the “errors involving arguing from mice to men.”’21
On 8 May, Day, from the Foundation, wrote to Beveridge, indicating that the
‘Trustees decided to terminate as soon as practicable the general program in the
social sciences initiated by the Laura Spelman Rockefeller Memorial in 1923–24
and supported since the reorganization of the Boards by the Foundation’. He
went on to refer to the tapering grant, and indicated that there was no chance of
renewal of another grant that had provided research support.
On 19 June, Alan Gregg from the Foundation wrote a memo on Hogben which
indicated that in his judgement, while Hogben was a distinguished biologist,
his appointment to the LSE had been something of a mistake, and that while
Beveridge was enthusiastic about him, he seemed out of place at the LSE.
Problems, however, were also arising for Beveridge. On 8 November 1935, Day
had a meeting in Oxford with Dr Adams, the Warden of All Souls. Adams was
in charge of the preparation of the final draft of a report into the LSE which had
been commissioned by the Senate of the University of London. Day indicated
that the report would be highly critical of the organisation of the School and, in
effect, of how Beveridge was running it. He confirmed that ‘[Beveridge] would
be invited into some other position’ which would enable him to concentrate
upon his current interests. Day added that: ‘Dr Adams feels strongly that such
activities as the Department of Social Biology should be eliminated from the
School’s program…’.
Beveridge, however, had not given up. In November 1936, Kittredge wrote to a
couple of officers at the Foundation:
The report of the inspection by the London Senate seems to have been
unexpectedly favourable to the School. I learned later at Oxford that
[Beveridge] had spent several days with Dr Adams when the latter was
preparing the final draft. This perhaps accounts for the disappearance
from the report of the recommendation concerning the elimination of
the Department of Social Biology…22
During 1936, Hogben submitted a proposal to the Foundation specifically on
the topic of population; but, in a letter to Mrs Mair, Kittredge indicated that it
was difficult to see how they could fund it under the new rules, and also that
funding it would involve their continuing to fund the Department of Social
Biology — which they felt unhappy about funding under the Social Sciences
program.23
21 RF RG 1.1 Series 401S Box 71, LSE 1935, WW Diary, 3 May 1935. It is worth noting that whatever the
merits of this defence might have been, they do not relate to the work in demographics which, by this point,
was playing a key role in the Department of Social Biology.
22 RF RG 1.1 Series 401 S Box 71 London School of Economics 1936; TBK to SHW-JVS, 18 November 1936.
23 RF RG 1.1 Series 401 S Box 71 London School of Economics 1936; Kittredge to Mrs Mair, 17 March 1936.
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Beveridge still did not give up, and Kittredge later reported to Miss Walker
at the Foundation that at a meeting on 24 April Beveridge and Mrs Mair had
impressed on him the importance of Hogben, the Department, and its work
on population. Kittredge suggested that while Beveridge and Mrs Mair seemed
obsessed with the future of the Department, he had communicated what had
now become the Foundation’s standard line: that Hogben’s work would have
been more appropriate in a faculty of biology, while under the new program for
the Foundation there was no possibility of funding of new activities outside the
re-defined areas of concentration.24
This, really, was the end of the line for Beveridge and the Department of Social
Biology. While Beveridge continued to press the issue at every opportunity,
Hogben resigned to take up a new position. While Beveridge did now start
to stress demography, it was connected up with what the Foundation came to
see as his obsession with the Department of Social Biology, which they were
unwilling to fund.
During 1937, issues became even more difficult for Beveridge. It had become
clear to the Foundation that Beveridge had been telling the staff at the LSE that
social biology needed to be supported because of the Foundation’s interest in it.
The Foundation put the word about informally among the senior LSE staff that
it would not support research work LSE ‘as long as this state of affairs [that is,
Beveridge’s support of social biology] continued’.25 Hogben left to take up his
position in Aberdeen, and a Foundation officer reported that Beveridge and Mrs
Mair had now finally understood the views of the officers of the Foundation
and had expressed regret that ‘the more enlightened view expressed fifteen
years ago by Beardsley Ruml had not prevailed’.26 It was the expectation of the
Foundation officer that, if Social Biology continued, it would be only in name,
and that all that would continue would be work on ‘demographic considerations
and… the social, economic and political consequences of population changes’.
Beveridge resigned in 1937, still pressing the merits of Social Biology upon his
successor, Carr-Saunders (who himself worked on population issues). But in an
interview with an officer of the Foundation, Carr-Saunders indicated that he did
not think that Hogben’s biological work should be continued.27 On 16 November
1937, Kittredge of the Foundation wrote a memorandum on a meeting with Carr-

24 RF RG 1.1 Series 401 S Box 71 London School of Economics 1936; Kittredge to Miss Walker, 18 May 1936.
25 RF RG 1.1; Series 401S; London School of Economics; Box 71, 1937. See JVS to EED, 1 December 1937,
and also the material cited in the next footnote.
26 RF RG 1.1; Series 401S; London School of Economics; Box 71, 1937; excerpt from letter from TBK to JVS,
28 January 1937.
27 RF RG 1.1; Series 401S; London School of Economics; Box 71, 1937; SHW interview with Carr-Saunders,
21 June 1937. See also TBK memorandum on a conversation with Carr-Saunders, 1 July 1937; and JVS
Memorandum 24 September 1937.
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Saunders, in which he indicated that the Department of Social Biology had been
abolished, but that a member of its staff had been appointed to a Readership in
Demography — with a saving to the School of some $2000 a year.

Concluding reflections
I would like to conclude this paper by suggesting a few lessons that might
be drawn from this story; ones which in part seem to me also to speak to our
current situation in Australia.
First, there is a lot to be said for the approach to the funding of research of
the Laura Rockefeller Memorial under Ruml: there were huge benefits to
simply giving money to the LSE and to a few other centres of excellence, and
to distinguished people within them, for them to do pretty much what they
wished with the funds. Clearly, there had to be financial accountability, and
funding would be withdrawn if nothing worthwhile was produced. But to
insist that what was to be achieved should be spelled out in detail in advance,
or to demand tight accountability on an intellectual basis seemed to be counterproductive. While for the historically inclined researcher, the fact that there
were detailed reports made on what people thought about the Department of
Social Biology is very useful, there seems everything to be said against the idea
of funding being given on the basis of an academic consensus. The reason for
this is that, on such a basis, one will get the funding of work which is, indeed,
good as judged on the basis of a current, and therefore backward-looking,
perspective. It also seems fairly clear that the increased pressure for detailed
management of the funding, and especially the turn towards more practical and
policy-driven concerns, was a disaster. The decline in the intellectual interest
of the applications to the Social Sciences section of the Rockefeller Foundation,
once it directed its efforts to more practical concerns, has to be seen to be
believed. There are, here, surely some lessons for Australia in all this. (Think
only of the character of, and procedures for, ARC discovery awards.)
Second, there is the problem of inter-disciplinarity. Here, the situation is
complicated, in part because of the spread of the division of labour within
academic work. As Adam Smith (1776: Ii9) noted:
In the progress of society, philosophy [at that time, also used to refer to
what we would call science] or speculation becomes, like every other
employment, the principal or sole trade and occupation of a particular
class of citizens. Like every other employment too, it is subdivided into
a great number of different branches, each of which affords occupation
to a peculiar tribe or class of philosophers; and this subdivision of
employment in philosophy, as well as in every other business, improves
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dexterity, and saves time. Each individual becomes more expert in
his own peculiar branch, more work is done upon the whole, and the
quantity of science is considerably increased by it.
But this, obviously, points towards Kuhnian normal science. This in turn raises
issues concerning whether the assumptions on the basis of which work of
different kinds is being conducted are, in fact, coherent. Smith himself poses
an interesting problem for us here, in the sense that, in his own view, it is clear
that at some points it is necessary that someone can take an overview of what
is going on, and suggest on the basis of that the kind of policy measures that
are appropriate. But as specialisation increases, who will be in a position to
do this? Indeed, one might wonder whether what Smith says (elsewhere) on
the intellectually debilitating effects of an advanced division of labour may not
apply to academic and policy issues, too!
Beveridge’s own approach — not uncharacteristic of a senior administrator’s
perspective — points to real difficulties in trying to encourage interdisciplinarity; namely, that he was led to call for a distinguished biologist who
would, in effect, give up his own area of research and would, instead, re-tool in
economics. This did not happen. Instead, they got Hogben — who not only did
significant work of his own but also played an important role in the development
of demographics at the LSE. (This, through the influence of David Glass, had
a wider influence, too, on the development of British empirical sociology.)
Perhaps, if inter-disciplinarity is wanted, the way to go is to encourage people
from within a discipline to develop knowledge of other fields, such that they can
contribute within their own discipline and also collaborate with other people in
theirs. Again, this would suggest the wisdom of giving resources to senior and
accomplished people who wish to try out something new, rather than trying to
set the agenda for them from above, or in effect promising them funding if they
will do once more the kinds of things that they have done successfully in the
past.
Finally, there is the interesting issue over methodological issues raised by the
controversies between Beveridge and Hogben, on the one hand, and the LSE
economists on the other.28 Here, Beveridge seems to have made little impact.
But even those who disagreed with Hogben recognised his personal intellectual
worth.29 Hogben would, I think, have learned something from the LSE economists
if he had stopped to try to understand their arguments — for example, relating
to the problems of economic calculation under socialism (see Hayek 1997). But
he was able to bring something interesting to the table: demography. There was
28 I have discussed these in my ‘The Battle of Houghton Street’.
29 Hayek expresses such a view in comments from an unpublished interview with Bartley, and Malinowski
is reported as having expressed a similar point, in material in the Foundation papers.
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certainly an interesting issue as to how questions raised by demography are
to be integrated with lessons from economics — in the development of social
policy, and also with individual freedom, for example. But that is clearly an
issue for another occasion.
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Susan Howson, Lionel Robbins
(Cambridge University Press, 2011)
Reviewed by Selwyn Cornish1
Lionel Robbins was one of the most distinguished economists of the twentieth
century. For 30 years, from the late 1920s to the late 1950s, he held the principal
chair in economics at the London School of Economics (LSE), and was chairman
of the Department of Economics throughout this period, save for the years
he spent in war service. He was a prodigious author, writing more than 18
books and well over 200 articles. But if he is known at all today for his work in
economics it is likely to stem from his first book, the Essay on the Nature and
Significance of Economic Science (1932), commonly judged to be one of the two
or three major works on the methodology of economics. It was in this work
that Robbins fashioned his famous definition of economics, known at one time
by most first-year students of economics, that: ‘Economics is the science which
studies human behaviour as a relationship between ends and scarce means
which have alternative uses.’
Robbins was born in 1898 to non-conformist parents, a fact that was to influence
his progress through life. His father farmed land on the western margins of
London and was heavily involved in activities associated with the National
Farmers’ Union and the Agricultural Wages Board. Upon leaving school,
Robbins enrolled for a course in English literature at University College, London
(UCL), but abandoned his studies when he became an officer cadet in the Royal
Artillery. He saw action on the western front, was wounded, and repatriated
to England. At the end of the war, he spent two years working in the labour
movement and then decided to study economics at the LSE. The war had made
him a socialist, but he jettisoned this stance as a result of the influence of his
teachers, among whom was Edwin Cannan. After graduating with high honours
in 1923, Robbins spent some years lecturing at New College, Oxford, and at the
LSE.
In 1929, at the age of 31, he was appointed Professor of Economics at LSE
following the sudden death of Allyn Young. There he set about to create one
of the world’s leading centres for the study and teaching of economics, which
he achieved within a decade. Among those he attracted to the LSE during the
1930s were Nicholas Kaldor, F. A. von Hayek, R. G. D. Allen, Evan Durbin,
1 Research School of Economics, College of Business and Economics, The Australian National University;
Selwyn.Cornish@anu.edu.au
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Abba Lerner, Ursula Webb, Ronald Edwards and D. H. Robertson; J. R. Hicks
was already there when Robbins was appointed professor, and Ronald Coase,
originally a student, was persuaded to return as a member of staff. In the
following decade, Robbins recruited his wartime colleague James Meade. Later,
after he had retired from his chair, Robbins was appointed chairman of the LSE
Board of Governors. During the student ‘troubles’ of the late 1960s he rejected
the demands of radical students which, had they been accepted, would have
compromised free speech and threatened university autonomy, principles he
championed throughout his life.
Robbins was not himself an original thinker of the stature of some of his
contemporaries. While he wrote some important theoretical work, his abiding
interest was the application of theory to policy. Thus in his second book, entitled
The Great Depression, he drew upon Austrian theory associated with the work
of Mises and Hayek to conclude that wages should be cut and government
expenditure reduced, dismissing as he did the theories and policies of J. M.
Keynes and his acolytes. But with the outbreak of the Second World War he
endorsed Keynes’s proposals for financing the war, and by the end of the war
he generally supported Keynes’s economics. With the accession to power of the
coalition government led by Winston Churchill in May 1940, Robbins entered
government service, becoming the Director of the War Cabinet’s Economic
Section, a think-tank located at the heart of government, which played a
critical role in the development of the war economy, and an even greater role
in the preparation of economic plans for the post-war era. He was responsible
for devising the ‘points system’ for rationing scarce consumer goods and was
instrumental in the preparation of the 1944 White Paper on ‘Employment
Policy’, which set out the government’s policy for maintaining ‘high and stable’
levels of employment after the war. But his major work during and immediately
after the war was on the external side, assisting with the creation of the new
international monetary system agreed to at Bretton Woods, helping to liberate
international trade from the restrictions that had been imposed upon it during
the First World War and the Depression, and participating in the negotiations
over the Anglo-American loan. Robbins attended the Washington and Hot
Springs talks in 1943, the Bretton Woods conference with Keynes in 1944, and
visited the United States in 1945 to assist Keynes with the negotiations for the
post-war loan. After the war, he continued to defend the Bretton Woods system
and the reduction of barriers to trade. During the 1950s and 1960s, he supported
the use of monetary policy to curtail excessive domestic demand when inflation
threatened the balance of payments, at a time when monetary policy was
unfashionable. Yet he never succumbed to strict monetarism, rejecting as he did
the application of a fixed monetary rule and floating exchange rates.
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His political allegiances also changed over time. From socialism he embraced
the Austrian economic tradition of non-intervention. But from the 1940s, and
for the rest of his life (he died in 1984), he was a small ‘l’ liberal. When he was
elevated to the peerage in 1959 and joined the House of Lords, he chose to
sit with those who had no party affiliation. His economic thinking was always
influenced by the British classical economists. He wrote several books about
them and their work, of which the best known is The Theory of Economic Policy
in English Political Economy, based on a course of lectures given at the LSE
in 1939 and later reworked in his Simon Lectures for 1950 at the University
of Manchester. The objective of this work was to question the popular view
that the English classical writers were ‘the tools or lacqueys of capitalist
exploiters…indefatigable opponents of social reform…[that they] can conceive
no function for the state other than that of the night watchman’. Comparing the
policy agendas of Adam Smith and J. M. Keynes, Robbins concluded that there
is an ‘essential continuity of thought in the tradition of economic liberalism
concerning the positive nature of the co-operation between the state and the
individual’.
Like Keynes, Robbins was more than an economist. After the war, he devoted
much of his life to the visual and performing arts. Susan Howson refers to an
extensive list of institutions with which he was associated. For example, he was
a member of the board of the National Gallery for 21 years, serving for 14 of
them as chairman. He was also a member of the board of the Tate Gallery, and
for nearly 30 years he was a director of the Royal Opera House at Covent Garden.
As well, he was chairman of the board of the Financial Times for 10 years, and
in the early 1960s chaired the famous Committee on Higher Education — the
eponymous ‘Robbins Committee’. Robbins himself wrote the Committee’s report,
which was responsible for the great expansion of British universities in the
1960s and early 1970s. In his ‘retirement’ he chaired the appeal to re-house the
library at the LSE, now appropriately located in the Lionel Robbins Building. In
his seventies, he spoke often in the House of Lords on issues of economic policy
and education; he travelled widely throughout the world to give lectures; and
he published another six books. He continued to teach a course on the history
of economic thought: this reviewer recalls observing Robbins in the autumn of
1976 coming out of a lecture hall at the LSE surrounded by students who were
anxious to engage him in conversation. He was then 78 years of age and widely
celebrated as a ‘Renaissance man’.
Scattered throughout the book are fascinating vignettes of Robbins’s
relationships with fellow economists. Above all is his relationship with Keynes.
They were frequently at loggerheads during the Depression years, signing as
they did opposing letters to The Times on questions of economic policy. At
the heart of their dispute were differences in their approaches to trade cycle
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theory. But the most heated of their clashes was over Keynes’s advocacy in early
1931 of a revenue tariff to combat Britain’s balance-of-payments problems. Yet
their relationship blossomed during the war years when they worked closely
together, especially on post-war issues. Upon Keynes’s death in 1946, Robbins
wrote to Lydia Keynes saying that ‘Maynard has given his life for his country
and the kindly values as surely as if he had fallen on the field of battle’. Keynes,
Robbins said, was ‘one of the most remarkable and lovable men of this or any
other age’, one of the two greatest Englishmen of the first half of the twentieth
century (the other, in Robbins’ estimation, being Churchill).
Robbins’s relationship with Hayek moved in the opposite direction. Howson
dismisses the view that Robbins brought Hayek to England expressly for the
purpose of countering the ideas and proposals of Keynes. Rather, they met
for the first time when Hayek came to the LSE in 1931 to present a course
of lectures on monetary theory. They formed a close friendship after Hayek
accepted the Tooke chair in economics and statistics at LSE in 1932. But the
relationship fractured when Hayek abandoned his wife and children in 1950
and deceived Robbins about the reasons for seeking leave. Thereafter the two
men scarcely communicated. Besides that, Robbins had by the end of the war
embraced much, though not all, of Keynes’s economics, and he flatly rejected
Hayek’s ‘inevitability’ argument in The Road to Serfdom about the consequences
of government intervention.
Some mention should also be made of the relationship between Robbins and
the Australian economist Leslie Melville, the Commonwealth Bank’s chief
economist and later Vice Chancellor of the ANU. Robbins made a number of
disparaging remarks about Melville. They first met in London in 1933 when
Melville was a member of the Australian delegation to the World Economic
Conference convened by the League of Nations. In 1939 they disagreed with each
other in notes published in the Economic Journal on the issue of interpersonal
comparisons of utility, an exchange initiated by an article written by Roy
Harrod. The differences between the two men were magnified during the war
years when Melville was obliged to follow the Australian government’s line on
full employment at talks in London in April 1944 and at Bretton Woods in July
and August of the same year. The Australians wanted to have included in the
Bretton Woods agreement — and in other international agreements — a pledge
by signatory countries to pursue full-employment policies, such policies being
thought to be helpful to countries like Australia who were dependent on trade
in primary goods. For Robbins, the Australians — Melville in particular —
were a great embarrassment. The Americans, Robbins thought, were unlikely
to surrender their sovereignty for the purpose of pursuing economic policies
forced upon them by international treaties; if pushed, there was the danger
that they might walk away from the various schemes to strengthen the world
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economy after the war. This, in fact, was exactly what they did do when, in 1948,
the US Senate refused to pass legislation to establish the proposed International
Trade Organisation. Robbins confided in his journal that Melville was ‘so dull
and pedantic that I used to wonder whether I ought not to pray at nights to
like him better’. It appears, however, that Robbins did not have a problem with
Melville alone but, rather, with Australian negotiators in general. In talks in
Washington in late 1945, he reported that the Australians (Melville was not
part of the delegation) were ‘as usual clamouring for all sorts of information it
was not particularly convenient to give’, and were ‘surly and unhelpful’. Could
anything else be expected from the progeny of convict stock!
Professor Howson’s biography of Robbins — some 1085 pages of text, with
another 170 pages of biography and indexes — is an extraordinary achievement,
reinforcing as it will her reputation as one of the world’s leading historians of
economic policy, and a biographer of the first rank. In the course of time there
will doubtless be further studies of Robbins, covering as they will aspects of his
life, career and work. But it is unlikely that there will be another biography to
match this one in scale and thoroughness. One hesitates to say that it will be the
‘definitive work’, but what one can say without fear of contradiction is that this
book represents scholarship of the highest order. It deserves to be read widely.
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Richard Pomfret, The Age of Equality:
The Twentieth Century in Economic
Perspective (Belknap Press, 2011)
Reviewed by Tim Hatton1
It is quite a challenge to survey the economic history of the twentieth century
in a little over 200 pages. Richard Pomfret deftly charts a course through the full
set of experiences of boom and bust, growth and stagnation, war and revolution,
at different times in different parts of the world. Throughout the book there is
an emphasis on ideological shifts and, using a framework derived from modern
growth theory, of their consequences. Pomfret takes as his organising theme
the slogan of the French Revolution: Liberté, Egalité, Fraternité. The nineteenth
century he sees as the Age of Liberty; liberty in the sense of freedom to choose
or exploit the available alternatives, however limited those might be. With
capitalism unleashed by the industrial revolution, the abolition of slavery and
the final demise of feudalism, that seems an appropriate epithet. But the focus
of the book is the twentieth century which, as indicated in the title, is labelled
the Age of Equality. As he puts it (p.101): ‘By adding some “freedoms from” to
the “freedoms to” that had been established before 1914, the Age of Equality
built upon the Age of Liberty’. But the book is not an epistle about the changing
income distribution; indeed such statistics rarely rate a mention. Pomfret sees
the twentieth century, not as an inexorable trend towards greater economic
equality but, rather, as a battle between different ideologies about how to create
economic growth and a struggle between interest groups over how its fruits
should be distributed.
After a brief introduction, the first chapter glides over the nineteenth century,
alighting on some of the key institutions set in train by the Glorious Revolution,
which underpinned the growth of the market system inspired by Adam Smith’s
invisible hand. Translated into the international setting, this system gave rise
after mid-century to the first era of globalisation. Its key elements are succinctly
described: the policies and treaties that fuelled the trade boom; the migration
that provided labour to exploit distant resources; and the capital flows that were
underpinned by the spread of the gold standard. It ends with a summary of the
tensions created by growth and globalisation, both within the economic core
and between core and periphery — strains that led ultimately to the guns of
August 1914.
1 The Australian National University; tim.hatton@anu.edu.au
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Chapter 2 focuses on the two world wars and the economic traumas and policy
failures in between. The First World War is viewed here as the fundamental
divide between the Age of Liberty and the Age of Equality. It created economic
divergence and reversed half a century of globalisation, something that was
intensified by the Great Depression. Even more important, it overthrew the preexisting patterns of power and privilege, leading in some countries to fascism and
in others to instability and retrenchment. These events are elegantly described.
What is not brought out sufficiently strongly is how they led to redistributive
states. Some analysis of why, where and when the franchise was extended down
the scale of class and income might have helped the reader gain a firmer grasp of
the distributional tensions that led to the emergence of welfare-state capitalism
after the Second World War. The next chapter moves on to the Soviet economic
model. As with fascism, it is seen as rooted in the belief that wartime planning
had worked effectively while free-market capitalism had failed. The account
of how communism deepened and transmuted into authoritarianism is well
documented; both efficiency and equity were compromised, although there was
considerable growth in basic living standards and health. This model proved
attractive to some emerging countries, and was forced upon others, as the Soviet
Union projected its power during the Cold War.
Chapter 4 charts two key features of the post-war settlement in western
democracies: the establishment of welfare states and the growth of multilateralism.
Pomfret sees the period from 1914 to 1945 as delaying the onward march of the
welfare states that flourished after 1945. But one could just as easily argue that
wars and depression forged, rather than simply postponed, both the welfare state
and the new multilateralism in international trade and payments. The latter was
one key element in the golden age of economic growth, particularly in Europe,
between 1945 and 1973, the causes and passing of which are neatly summarised.
This era also saw two of the most important post-war developments, the dawn of
the Cold War and the sunset of empires. These are the subject of chapter 5, which
casts in sharp relief the aspirations for modernisation in the developing world
and the competing economic paradigms that newly independent governments
faced. For some countries, this might be seen as an age of liberty rather than as
an age of equality; for most of their populations it was neither.
The narrative continues with more recent events that are yet to be absorbed
into conventional economic histories: the conservative backlash in the West
and the collapse of communism. On the former, Margaret Thatcher and Ronald
Reagan are seen as the beacons of reform and as the leaders of a partial revival of
liberty and a retreat from equity. Perhaps their influence is a little overstated but
Pomfret makes a compelling case that the deregulation of banking and finance
in this era sowed the seeds for subsequent financial crises. On the latter, chapter
7 explains why in the Soviet Union and Eastern Europe incremental reform
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did not work and major reform was politically impossible — that is, until the
summer of 1989. It goes on to describe the main features of transition and it
explains how and why the pace of economic progress differed across the newly
liberated nations. An interesting contrast is drawn between this experience and
those of China and Vietnam, where incremental reforms engineered a transition
towards a market economy without the same degree of political upheaval.
The final part of the book includes an all-too-brief chapter on the diversity of
experience since the 1960s of what was once the Third World but now includes
the most dynamic parts of the world economy. These divergences are described
either in terms of freeing markets, opening up to trade and moving up the
value chain, or successfully exploiting natural resources, or being subject to
authoritarian rule and doing neither. In summarising this experience, Pomfret
once more emphasises the importance of governance and the consequences for
many countries of the demise of communism. In the last chapter, he returns
to the guiding theme, stressing the variety of ways that nations responded
to the challenge of fostering economic growth, of containing inequality, and
of providing a welfare safety net. He then asks whether the world economy
will evolve into an age of Fraternité. By that he means deeper international
cooperation and better global governance. So far there are some encouraging
trends, but we shall have to wait another century to see how it turns out.
As with all good books, the strengths of Pomfret’s account far outweigh its
weaknesses. In my view it fails to live up to its name, The Age of Equality, in one
important respect. This is that the overarching theme set out at the beginning
is not followed through in the narrative in a way that would give the book the
distinctive flavour that the author evidently sought. The burgeoning literature
on long-run trends in inequality within and between countries is not brought
into play. And although the narrative is firmly based in growth theory and
market economics there is no underlying political economy framework with
which to organise the reader’s thinking about the interplay between political
regimes, living standards and growth, and the distribution of income. Apart
from that, there are a just a few minor niggles. One that sticks in the craw is the
use of ‘the 1800s’ or ‘the 1900s’ to refer to the whole of a century, rather than
just its first decade. [I do wish people wouldn’t do that.]
But none of this should detract from the fact that this is an outstandingly
clear, cogent and engaging introduction to the economic history of the
twentieth century. It is a well-integrated and well-balanced story, told with
wisdom and verve, and it deserves the attention of a readership far wider than
undergraduates of history or economics. Pomfret’s arguments are well-judged
and are well-informed both by contemporary analysis and by the historical
literature. And all these insights are packed into a text running to little more
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than 200 pages. As Winston Churchill might have said had he been writing
this review: ‘never before in the field of economic history has so much been
summarised so elegantly, in so few pages’.
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